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Abstract

The main goal of this paper is to prove the Hanna Neumann Con-
jecture; in fact, we prove a strengthened form of the conjecture. We
study these conjectures using what we have called “sheaves on graphs”
in [Fri]. We show that both conjectures are implied by the vanishing
of a certain invariant, the “maximum excess,” of certain sheaves that
we call ρ-kernels.

Our approach involves “graph Galois theory,” an analogue of clas-
sical Galois theory in the graph setting. We use it to construct the
ρ-kernels. We use the symmetry in Galois theory to argue that if the
Strengthened Hanna Neumann Conjecture is false, then the maximum
excess of “most of” these ρ-kernels must be large. We then give an
inductive argument to show that this is impossible.

1 Introduction

Howson, in [How54], showed that if K,L are nontrivial, finitely generated
subgroups of a free group, F , then K∩L is finitely generated, and moreover
that

rank(K ∩ L)− 1 ≤ 2 rank(K) rank(L)− rank(K)− rank(L). (1)
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Hanna Neumann, in [Neu56, Neu57] improved this bound to what is now
called the Hanna Neumann Bound,

rank(K ∩ L)− 1 ≤ 2
(
rank(K)− 1

) (
rank(L)− 1

)
; (2)

furthermore, she conjectured that one can remove the factor of 2 in this
bound, i.e., that

rank(K ∩ L)− 1 ≤
(
rank(K)− 1

) (
rank(L)− 1

)
; (3)

this conjecture is now known as the Hanna Neumann Conjecture (or HNC).
One goal of this paper is to prove the HNC. Moreover, we shall prove a
strengthened form of the conjecture, first studied by Walter Neumann in
[Neu90], known as the Strengthened Hanna Neumann Conjecture (or SHNC);
we will state the strengthened conjecture in the next section.

Theorem 1.1 The Hanna Neumann Conjecture and the Strengthened
Hanna Neumann Conjecture hold.

These conjectures have received considerable attention (see [Bur71,
Imr77b, Imr77a, Ser83, Ger83, Sta83, Neu90, Tar92, Dic94, Tar96, Iva99,
Arz00, DF01, Iva01, Kha02, MW02, JKM03, Neu07, Eve08, Min10]). How-
ever, our proof uses very different methods from the previous papers.

The main new idea in our approach to the SHNC is the notion of “sheaves
on a graph,” introduced in [Fri], and their homology groups and related in-
variants. The SHNC has a well-known reformulation in terms of graph theory,
and we will prove this reformulation by proving a stronger theorem about
certain sheaves that we call ρ-kernels. We anticipate that the ideas in this
paper and [Fri] will have applications to other areas in graph theory, for var-
ious reasons; for one thing, sheaves vastly generalize algebraic graph theory
(e.g., adjacency matrices, incidence matrices, etc.); for another, sheaves can
express new ideas not found in classical graph theory; in particular, sheaf the-
ory sometimes gives “additional morphisms between graphs” that don’t exist
in classical graph theory, and such morphisms are crucial to the construction
of the ρ-kernels in this paper.

Our sheaf theory on graphs is based on the sheaf theory of Grothendieck
(see [sga72a, sga72b, sga73, sga77]), built upon what are now known as
Grothendieck topologies. More precisely, we work with sheaves of finite di-
mensional vector spaces on a finite Grothendieck topology, Top(G), that we
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associate to a graph, G. In [Fri05] we studied such sheaves over a large class
of finite Grothendieck topologies, motivated by complexity theory. While
graphs represent a very special case of such finite Grothendieck topologies,
the results in [Fri] give stronger results for the special case of graphs, and
study new invariants. The HNC and SHNC were our motivation for most of
the results in [Fri].

Our proof also makes use of an analogue in graph theory of the classical
Galois theory for number fields. This “graph Galois theory” was studied in
[Fri93, ST96], with parts of it known earlier in [Gro77]. This theory is crucial
in simplifying the SHNC to a problem concerning certain the sheaves we call
ρ-kernels.

We use a graph theoretic reformulation of the SHNC that involves a graph
theoretic invariant, ρ(G), of a graph, G, that we call its reduced cyclicity. In
order to use sheaf theory to study the reduced cyclicity, ρ, one has to extend
the definition of ρ to sheaves. A key idea in [Fri] is to realize that ρ is a
certain limit of scaled first Betti numbers; this serves both to (1) define ρ on
all sheaves, and (2) indicate that ρ should satisfy the same type of relations
that all first Betti numbers do. What is remarkable is that this extension of
ρ to sheaves, i.e., as a scaled limit, is equal to a what we call the “maximum
excess” of a sheaf, that can be defined very simply and without any reference
to homology theory. This simple definition makes the maximum excess look
like quantities defined in matching theory or expanding graphs. Furthermore
the maximum excess has other intriguing properties, such as it scales under
pullbacks of covering maps, and it appears difficult to compute in general.

The graph theoretic reformulation of the SHNC amounts to an inequal-
ity between the reduced cyclicity of three graphs. We will formulate a
stronger, simple conjecture about sheaves, roughly as follows. Relations be-
tween (co)homology groups of related spaces or sheaves are often described
by (“long”) exact sequences. Recall that any time a vector space in an exact
sequence vanishes, the vector space to its right injects into its right neigh-
bour; so a zero Betti number (i.e., dimension of the vector space) in an exact
sequence, implies the next two dimensions on the right are nondecreasing.
So our idea is to fit the graphs in the SHNC into an appropriate short exact
sequence, and deduce the desired inequality by showing that the appropriate
homology group vanishes. The maximum excess is only a “limiting” homol-
ogy group dimension, but, as a limit, it satisfies the same inequalities that
Betti numbers do. Using graph Galois theory, we are almost immediately
lead to a short exact sequence appropriate for this approach to the SHNC;
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the short exact sequence involves all the graphs involved in the SHNC, plus
a sheaf we are forced to construct, which are the ρ-kernels. Hence the ρ-
kernels, created by necessity in forming certain short exact sequences, are
sheaves whose vanishing maximum excess implies the SHNC.

It turns out that some ρ-kernels have nonvanishing maximum excess.
However, any graph, L, of interest to us in the SHNC, will have a family of
associated ρ-kernels, and we will prove that the generic maximum excess in
this family is zero, for each L. To do this we shall use Galois theory and
symmetry to argue that if this generic maximum excess does not vanish then
it is large, i.e., a multiple of the order of the associated Galois group. Then
we will give an inductive argument, showing that if the generic maximum
excess of ρ-kernels for L is positive, then the same is true when we remove
some edge from L, provided that L has positive reduced cyclicity. The base
case of the induction, when L has vanishing reduced cyclicity, is trivial to
establish. Hence each L of interest in the SHNC has a ρ-kernel of vanishing
maximum excess, and this establishes in SHNC.

We emphasize that our proof also uses the main theorem in [Fri], that
shows that the “maximum excess,” which is crucial to this paper, is actually
a limiting “twisted” Betti number, and therefore satisfies certain inequali-
ties arising from the long exact sequence(s) associated to any short exact
sequence. However, in this paper we use only some of these inequalities, and
it is quite possible that one can prove the subset of inequalities we need for
this paper more simply and directly, without going through the homological
approach of [Fri]; we discuss this a bit further in the conclusion of this paper.

So the proof we give of the SHNC has no direct reference to homology the-
ory or Betti numbers; for this paper, we need only a few simple definitions—a
sheaf on a graph and its “Euler characteristic” and “maximum excess”—and
then we quote some results from [Fri] whose statement requires no homology
theory. However, the proof of these results in [Fri] uses a lot of homology the-
ory, and homology theory does shed more light on the results of this paper.
In the concluding section of this paper we will give some optional remarks
on how homology theory can help our understanding of the maximum excess
and of our proof of the SHNC.

This paper and [Fri] show that the SHNC is not merely an attempt to
improve an inequality by a factor of two; our study of the SHNC has lead
to new ideas in sheaves on graphs that can be applied to graph theory, some
of which appear in [Fri]. This came as a surprise to us at first, although it
is perhaps less surprising in retrospect, for a number of reasons. First, the
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HNC and SHNC seem to describe a fairly fundamental question in group
theory (of how rank behaves under intersection). Second, the SHNC can be
viewed as a graph theory question involving the reduced cyclicity, which is
an interesting graph invariant (e.g. it scales under covering maps). Third,
the SHNC, viewed in terms of the Galois theory of graphs (as in [Fri93]),
has a simple homological explanation, as implied by the vanishing of a limit
homology group. The vanishing of (co)homology groups has a vast literature
and importance; the SHNC is an interesting and seemingly difficult result in
the family of homology group vanishing theorems. Fourth, Lior Silberman
has pointed out to us that the reduced cyclicity is the discrete analogue of
L2 Betti numbers; the L2 Betti number was defined first by Atiyah ([Ati76]),
and has been the subject of much surrounding the “Atiyah conjecture” (see
[Lüc02]). Mineyev’s article, [Min10], also makes a connection between the
SHNC and L2 Betti numbers.

At this point we can give more motivation for the use sheaf theory in
this paper, i.e., why we do not just use graphs and their homology. Our
reformulation of the SHNC begins by searching for a morphism involving the
graphs of interest to the SHNC. In order for this morphism to exist, to be
surjective, and to have a kernel, we must work with more general objects
than graphs. In many topological situations, the topological spaces are suffi-
ciently “robust” that one does not have to generalize the objects. However,
in non-Hausdorff spaces, such as graphs or those in algebraic geometry, many
geometric notions, such as “connect two points with a path,” “form a cone,”
etc., don’t make sense or are very awkward to implement. So for graphs
we use sheaf theory, which is a simple (co)homology theory that is adapted
to our spaces, but general and expressive enough for appropriate surjections
and kernels to exist.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
SHNC and previous work on the HNC and SHNC, including some resolved
special cases of the SHNC. In Section 3 we give a common graph theoretic
reformulation of the SHNC. In Section 4 we give the definition of a sheaf and
some of its associated invariants, and state some theorems from [Fri] that we
will use in our proof of the SHNC. In Section 5 we describe applications of
“graph Galois theory” to simplifying the SHNC in a way that leads to the
construction of ρ-kernels. In Section 6 we construct ρ-kernels and prove that
if their maximum excesses vanish then the SHNC holds; we also describe
what we call “k-th power kernels,” which generalize ρ-kernels and which
will be necessary to prove our main theorems about the generic maximum
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excess of ρ-kernels. In Section 7 we use symmetry to prove that the generic
maximum excess of a certain type of k-th power kernel is divisible by the
order of a group associated to the class of kernels. In Section 8 we prove some
comparison theorems about how the maximum excesses of different classes
of k-th power kernels compare; the main theorem that we prove shows that
if ρ-kernels associated to a graph, L, have positive generic maximum excess,
then the same is true of a graph L′ that consist of L with one edge discarded,
provided that ρ(L′) = ρ(L) − 1. In Section 9 we briefly combine a number
of theorems of previous sections to argue that if the SHNC does not hold,
then for some L we have the class of ρ-kernels associated to L have positive
generic maximum excess, which by the results of Section 8 means that the
same is true for some L with ρ(L) = 0, which we easily show is impossible.
This establishes the SHNC. In Section 10 we make some concluding remarks.
In Appendix A we show that vanishing maximum excess of enough ρ-kernels
implies the SHNC, but we do so just using elementary graph theory; this
shows that a lot of the sheaf theory can be translated into direct graph
theoretic terms; it also shows that a simple sheaf theoretic calculation may
translate into a much longer graph theoretic calculation.

We wish to thank the following people: Laurant Bartholdi, for conversa-
tions and introducing us to this conjecture; Avner Friedman, for comments
on a draft of this paper. We thank Luc Illusie, for an inspiring discussion
regarding our ideas involving sheaf theory, homology, and the SHNC. We
wish to thank for following people for conversations: Goulnara Arjantseva,
Warren Dicks, Bernt Everitt, Sadok Kallel, Richard Kent, Igor Mineyev,
Pierre Pansu, and Daniel Wise, Finally, we thank Alain Valette and the
Centre Bernoulli at the EPFL for hosting us during a programme on limits
of graphs, where we met Bartholdi and Pansu and began this work.

2 The Strengthened Hanna Neumann Con-

jecture

In this section we state the SHNC and comment on previous work, including
some established special cases of the SHNC.

Walter Neumann, in [Neu90], showed that the Hanna Neumann Bound,
i.e., equation (2), could be strengthened to

σ(K,L) ≤ 2 rk−1(K) rk−1(L),
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where rkn(G) denotes max(rank(G) + n, 0), and where

σ(K,L) =
∑

KxF∈K\F/L

rk−1(K ∩ x−1Lx),

the summation being over the double coset, K\F/L, representatives, x; tak-
ing x be the identity in the summation shows that

rk−1(K ∩ L) ≤ σ(K,L),

so that Walter Neumann’s above bound strengthens the Hanna Neumann
Bound. Walter Neumann further formulated the conjecture that

σ(K,L) ≤ rk−1(K) rk−1(L), (4)

now known as the Strengthened Hanna Neumann Conjecture (or SHNC).
The HNC and SHNC have been studied in many papers, including [Bur71,

Imr77b, Imr77a, Ser83, Ger83, Sta83, Neu90, Tar92, Dic94, Tar96, Iva99,
Arz00, DF01, Iva01, Kha02, MW02, JKM03, Neu07, Eve08, Min10]. For the
rest of this section we review previous work on these conjectures.

One collection of results on the problem involves general bounds on
σ(K,L) or rk1(K ∩ L). It turns out that all general bounds we know for
the HNC, i.e., on rk1(K ∩ L), also are known to hold for σ(K,L). Also, all
bounds we know are of the form

σ(K,L) ≤ 2 rank(K) rank(L) + c1 rank(K) + c2 rank(L) + c3

for ranks K,L sufficiently large, where c1, c2, c3 are constants depending on
the bound; thus all improvements of Howson’s original bound are in the
lower order terms, i.e., in the ci’s. The improved bounds on σ(K,L) after
[How54, Neu56, Neu57] include the bound

2 rk−1(K) rk−1(L)−min(rk−1(K), rk−1(L))

of Burns in [Bur71]1, the bound

rk−1(K) rk−1(L) + max(rk−2(K) rk−2(L)− 1, 0)

1Bounds appearing before [Neu90] are stated as bounds on rk−1(K ∩ L), but actually
give bounds on σ(K,L) as well.
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of Tardos [Tar92, Tar96], and, what is the best bound prior to ours,

rk−1(K) rk−1(L) + rk−3(K) rk−3(L) (5)

of Dicks and Formanek in [DF01].
Another collection of results concerns special cases of the HNC and SHNC

that are resolved. To be precise, say that the “HNC holds for (K,L)” if
equation (3) holds, and say that K is universal for the HNC if for any L, the
HNC holds for (K,L). Similarly for the SHNC and equation (4). Similar to
before, all results we know that resolve special cases of the HNC also resolve
those cases of the SHNC. Note that any finitely generated free group, F , is
a subgroup of F2, the free group on two generators, so we are free to assume
that F = F2 in the HNC. Here are some results on special cases of the SHNC
that are easy to describe in group theoretic terms:

1. K is universal for the SHNC if it is of rank at most three ([DF01]), in
view of equation (5), with rank two settled earlier by Tardos ([Tar92]);

2. K is universal for the SHNC if it is positively generated (see [Kha02,
MW02, Neu07]);

3. K is universal for the SHNC for “most” K (see [Neu90, JKM03]);

4. the SHNC holds either for (K,L) or for (K,L′) for any K,L that are
subgroups of F2, where L′ is obtained from L by the map taking each
generator of F2 to its inverse (see [JKM03]).

The result of item (3) on “most” groups, of Walter Neumann ([Neu90]), and
some additional results on the SHNC, such as Corollary 3.2 of [MW02], are
easier to describe using a graph theoretic formulation of the SHNC that we
give in the next section. It is also known that the SHNC is related to the
coherence problem in one-relator groups ([Wis05]).

3 Graph Theoretic Formulation of the SHNC

The goal of this section is to describe an equivalent formulation of the HNC
and SHNC in graph theoretic terms involving fibre products; this formulation
is implicit in [How54], but more explicit in [Imr77b, Imr77a, Ger83, Sta83,
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Neu90] and other references in [Dic94]. There is another equivalent reformu-
lation of the SHNC by Dicks in [Dic94], known as the “amalgamated graph
conjecture,” which we do not discuss here.

We must allow directed graphs to have multiple edges and self-loops;
so in this paper a directed graph (or digraph) consists of tuple G =
(VG, EG, tG, hG), where VG and EG are sets—the vertex and edge sets—and
tG : EG → VG is the “tail” map and hG : EG → VG the “head” map. Through-
out this paper, unless otherwise indicated, a graph is assumed to be finite,
i.e., the vertex and edge sets are finite.

Recall that a morphism of digraphs, ν : K → G, is a pair ν = (νV , νE)
of maps νV : VK → VG and νE : EK → EG such that tGνE = νV tK and
hGνE = νV hK . We can usually drop the subscripts from νV and νE , although
for clarity we shall sometimes include them.

Recall that fibre products exist for directed graphs (see, for example,
[Fri93], or [Sta83], where fibre products are called “pullbacks”) and the fibre
product, K = G1 ×G G2, of morphisms ν1 : G1 → G and ν2 : G2 → G has

VK = {(v1, v2) | vi ∈ VGi
, ν1v1 = ν2v2},

EK = {(e1, e2) | ei ∈ EGi
, ν1e1 = ν2e2},

tK = (tG1
, tG2

), and hK = (hG1
, hG2

).

For i = 1, 2, respectively, there are natural digraph morphisms, πi : G1 ×G

G2 → Gi called projection onto the first and second component, respectively,
given by the set theoretic projections on VK and EK . We say that ν : K → G
is a covering map (respectively, étale2) if for each v ∈ VK , ν gives a bijection
(respectively, injection) of incoming edges of v (i.e., those edges whose head
is v) to those of ν(v), and a bijection (respectively, injection) of outgoing
edges of v to those of ν(v). We say that ν : K → G is of degree d or is d-to-1
if the number of preimages of any vertex or edge of G equals d; if so, we write
[K : G] for the degree, d; if G is connected and ν is a covering map, then ν
is d-to-1 for some d.

By a bicoloured digraph, or simply a bigraph, we mean a directed graph,
G, such that each edge is coloured (or labelled) either “1” or “2.” It is also
equivalent to giving a directed graph homomorphism ν : G → B2, where B2

is the graph with one vertex and two self-loops, one coloured “1” and the
other “2.” If, moreover, ν is étale, we call ν or (somewhat abusively) G an

2Stallings, in [Sta83], uses the term “immersion.”
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étale bigraph, which means that G is a bigraph such that no vertex has two
incident edges, both incoming or both outgoing, of the same colour.

Given a digraph, G, we view G as an undirected graph (by forgetting the
directions along the edges), and let hi(G) denote the i-th Betti number of G,
and χ(G) its Euler characteristic; hence h0(G) is the number of connected
components of G, h1(G) is the minimum number of edges needed to be
removed from G to leave it free of cycles, and

h0(G)− h1(G) = χ(G) = |VG| − |EG|.

Let conn(G) denote the connected components of G, and let

ρ(G) =
∑

X∈conn(G)

max
(
0, h1(X)− 1

)
, (6)

which we call the reduced cyclicity of G, and

ρ′(G) = max
X∈conn(G)

(
max

(
0, h1(X)− 1

))
.

The HNC is equivalent to

ρ′(K ×B2
L) ≤ ρ(K)ρ(L) (7)

for all étale bigraphs K and L; the SHNC is equivalent to

ρ(K ×B2
L) ≤ ρ(K)ρ(L) (8)

for all étale bigraphs K and L (see [How54, Imr77b, Imr77a, Ger83, Sta83,
Neu90, Dic94]). We shall work with this form of the SHNC. Again, we say
the HNC or SHNC, respectively, holds for a pair of étale bigraphs, (K,L), if
equation (7) or (8), respectively, holds; and again, we say that K is universal
for the HNC or SHNC, respectively, if for any L the same conjecture holds
for (K,L).

Let us briefly explain the connection between the group theoretic formu-
lations of the HNC and SHNC and the graph theoretic formulations. Given
generators, g1, g2, for the free group, F2, for each subgroup K ⊂ F2, there
is a canonically associated étale bigraph, K; K is given by constructing the
Schreier coset graph, Sch(F2,K, {g1, g2}), and letting K be the “core” of
Sch(F2,K, {g1, g2}), i.e., its smallest subgraph containing all reduced loops
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based at the vertex K (see [MW02] or the references in the previous para-
graph); Sch(F2,K, {g1, g2}) with directed edges labelled either g1 or g2 is
a (typically infinite degree) covering of B2, and K, a finite subgraph of
Sch(F2,K, {g1, g2}), is therefore an étale bigraph. If K,L are subgroups
of F2, and K,L the corresponding étale bigraphs, then each component of
K ×B2

L corresponds to the graph associated to K ∩ x−1Lx ranging over
double coset representatives, x.

Theorem 1.1 will be proven by the following equivalent theorem.

Theorem 3.1 The Strengthened Hanna Neumann Conjecture holds. That
is, if K → B2 and L → B2 are two étale bigraphs over B2, then

ρ(K ×B2
L) ≤ ρ(K)ρ(L). (9)

Equation (9) is tight in that if either K or L is a covering of B2 (i.e., has all
vertices of degree four), then the inequality is satisfied with equality.

4 Sheaves and Maximum Excess

In this section we will define sheaves, some invariants of sheaves, and then
the inequalities from [Fri] that we need in this paper.

4.1 Sheaves

Definition 4.1 Let G = (V,E, t, h) = (VG, EG, tG, hG) be a directed graph,
and F a field. By a sheaf of finite dimensional F-vector spaces on G, or
simply a sheaf on G, we mean the data, F , consisting of

1. a finite dimensional F-vector space, F(v), for each v ∈ V ,

2. a finite dimensional F-vector space, F(e), for each e ∈ E,

3. a linear map, F(t, e) : F(e) → F(te) for each e ∈ E,

4. a linear map, F(h, e) : F(e) → F(he) for each e ∈ E,

The vector spaces F(P ), ranging over all P ∈ VG ∐EG (∐ denoting the dis-
joint union), are called the values of F . The morphisms F(t, e) and F(h, e)
are called the restriction maps. If U is a finite dimensional vector space over
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F, the constant sheaf associated to U , denoted U , is the sheaf whose values
are U at each vertex and edge, and whose restriction maps are all the iden-
tity map. The constant sheaf F will be called the structure sheaf of G (with
respect to the field, F), for reasons explained in [Fri].

The field, F, is arbitrary here; at some later times we may place restric-
tions on F, for example, that it be algebraically closed.

To a sheaf, F , on a graph, G, we set

F(E) =
⊕

e∈E

F(e), F(V ) =
⊕

v∈V

F(v).

We associate a transformation

dh = dh,F : F(E) → F(V )

defined by taking F(e) (viewed as a component of F(E)) to F(he) (a com-
ponent of F(V )) via the map F(h, e). Similarly we define dt.

Define the Euler characteristic of F to be

χ(F) = dim
(
F(V )

)
− dim

(
F(E)

)
.

For any sheaf, F , on a graph, G, and any morphism φ : K → G of directed
graphs, we define a “pullback” sheaf φ∗F on K via

(φ∗F)(P ) = F(φ(P )) for all P ∈ VK ∐ EK ,

and for all e ∈ EK ,

(φ∗F)(h, e) = F(h, φ(e)), (φ∗F)(t, e) = F(t, φ(e)).

If φ : K → G is an arbitrary map, and F a sheaf on K, there is a natural
sheaf φ!F on G defined as follows:

(φ!F)(P ) =
⊕

Q∈φ−1(P )

F(Q), ∀P ∈ VG ∐EG,

with the restriction maps induced from those of F , i.e., (φ!F)(h, e) is the
sum of the maps taking, for e′ ∈ φ−1(e), the F(e′) component of (φ!F)(e)
to the F(he′) component of (φ!F)(he) via the map F(h, e′). The reader can
now observe that

(φ!F)(VG) ≃ F(VK), (φ!F)(EG) ≃ F(EK),
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that dφ!F ,t is the same map as dF ,t modulo these isomorphisms, and that
the same holds with h replacing t. It follows that F and φ!F agree on any
invariant defined solely in terms of dt and dh.

It turns out (see [Fri]) that φ! is the left adjoint of φ∗.
If φ : K → G is a morphism of digraphs, we will often write FK for φ!F,

when confusion is unlikely to arise (which requires φ to be understood in con-
text). If K ′ → G is another morphism, then we have a natural isomorphism
of sheaves over G,

FK ⊗ FK ′ ≃ FK×GK ′, (10)

where K ×G K ′ → G is the fibre product of K → G and K ′ → G. If L → G
is an arbitrary digraph morphism, we have an equality of sheaves on K,

φ∗
FL = FK×GL.

Finally, if G′ ⊂ G with j : G′ → G being the inclusion, then j!F = FG′ is the
sheaf whose values are F on each edge and vertex of G′, and 0 elsewhere, and
whose restriction maps with nonzero source and nonzero target, hence from
F to F, are the identity maps.

We now define morphisms of sheaves, which are fundamental to many as-
pects of sheaf theory, including studying sheaf invariants via exact sequences.

Definition 4.2 A morphism of sheaves α : F → G on G is a collection of
linear maps αv : F(v) → G(v) for each v ∈ V and αe : F(e) → G(e) for
each e ∈ E such that for each e ∈ E we have G(t, e)αe = αteF(t, e) and
G(h, e)αe = αheF(h, e).

It is not hard to check that all Abelian operations on sheaves, e.g., taking
kernels, taking direct sums, checking exactness, can be done “vertexwise
and edgewise,” i.e., F1 → F2 → F3 is exact iff for all P ∈ VG ∐ EG, we
have F1(P ) → F2(P ) → F3(P ) is exact. This is actually well known, since
our sheaves are presheaves of vector spaces on a category (see [Fri05] or
Proposition I.3.1 of [sga72a]).

If G′ ⊂ G, then there is a natural inclusion of sheaves on G, FG′ → F

(but not generally any nonzero morphism from F = FG to FG′).
If φ : K → G is a morphism of graphs, and α : F1 → F2 is a morphism of

sheaves on K, then we have natural a natural morphism

φ!α : φ!F1 → φ!F2,
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that make φ! a functor on the category of sheaves. Similarly for φ∗, and for
the pullback, φ∗ (which acts the other way, from sheaves and their morphisms
on G to those on K).

4.2 Maximum Excess of a Sheaf

Let F be a sheaf on a graph, G. For any U ⊂ F(V ) we define the head/tail
neighbourhood of U , denoted Γht(G,F , U), or simply Γht(U), to be

Γht(U) =
⊕

e∈EG

{w ∈ F(e) | dh(w), dt(w) ∈ U};

we define the excess of F at U to be

excess(F , U) = dim
(
Γht(U)

)
− dim(U).

Furthermore we define the maximum excess of F to be

m.e.(F) = max
U⊂F(VG)

excess(F , U).

In [Fri] it is shown that if U ⊂ F(V ) attains the maximum excess, then U
is compartmentalized, meaning that it is a direct sum over each v ∈ VG of
a subspace of F(v) (see [Fri]). In [Fri] it is also shown that the excess is a
supermodular function, i.e., for any U1, U2 ⊂ F(V ) we have

excess(F , U1) + excess(F , U2) ≤ excess(F , U1 ∩ U2) + excess(F , U1 + U2)

(this is easy to show). It follows that the maximizers of F , i.e., the subspaces
U ⊂ F(V ) on which the excess is maximized, is closed under intersection and
addition. In particular, each sheaf F has a unique maximum (or maximal)
maximizer (namely the sum of all the maximizers) and unique minimum (or
minimal) maximizer (namely the intersection of all the maximizers).

It is not hard to see that

1. for the structure sheaf, F, we have

m.e.(F) = ρ(G);

2. for sheaves F1,F2 we have

m.e.(F1 ⊕ F2) = m.e.(F1) + m.e.(F2);

and
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3. if E is a sheaf that is edge supported, meaning that E(V ) = 0, then

m.e.(E) = dim
(
E(E)

)
= −χ(E)

(and similarly the maximum excess a vertex supported sheaf, defined
similarly, is zero);

the reader can either consult [Fri] or prove these from scratch.

Definition 4.3 A sequence of real numbers, x0, . . . , xr is a triangular se-
quence if for any i = 1, . . . , r − 1 we have

xi ≤ xi−1 + xi+1.

The following theorem is a consequence of the main theorem of [Fri].

Theorem 4.4 Let G be a digraph. Consider a “short exact sequence” of
sheaves, i.e.,

0 → F1 → F2 → F3 → 0

(in which the kernel of each arrow is the image of the preceding arrow). Then
the sequence

0, m.e.(F1), m.e.(F2), m.e.(F3),

m.e.(F1) + χ(F1), m.e.(F2) + χ(F2), m.e.(F3) + χ(F3), 0

is a sequence of non-negative integers that is triangular.

We mention that m.e.(F)+χ(F) can be viewed as a generalization of the
“number of acyclic components” of a graph; for example, for the sheaf F on
G we have

m.e.(F) + χ(F) = ρ(G) + |VG| − |EG| = hacyclic
0 (G)

equals the number of “acyclic components” ofG, i.e. the number of connected
components of G that have no cycles, i.e., that are isolated vertices or trees.
A similar remark holds for F replaced by FK and G replaced by K, for any
map K → G.

In [Fri], a number of interesting questions about the properties of the
maximum excess, alluded to in the introduction, are discussed, such as trying
to find an efficient algorithm to find the maximum excess of a sheaf (the
algorithm given there is exponential in the “dimension” of a sheaf).

The last result of [Fri] we shall use (in the subsection there on “contagious
vanishing theorems”) is the following observation:
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Lemma 4.5 Let F be a sheaf on a digraph, G, of maximum excess zero, and
let u : K → G be an étale morphism. Then F ⊗ FK has maximum excess
zero, where FK denotes u!F.

Let us mention an alternate interpretation of the maximum excess.

Theorem 4.6 For any sheaf, F , on a digraph, G, the maximum excess of
F is the same as

max
F ′⊂F

−χ(F ′),

i.e., the maximum value of minus the Euler characteristic over all subsheaves,
F ′, of F .

Proof Each compartmentalized U ⊂ F(V ) along with Γht(U) determines a
subsheaf F ′ whose Euler characteristic is minus the excess of U . Conversely,
for any subsheaf F ′ ⊂ F we have U = F ′(V ) satisfies

dim(F ′) = dim(U), F ′(E) ⊂ Γht(H).

Hence the excess of U is at least minus the Euler characteristic of F ′.

2

This theorem has a simple graph theoretic analogue, namely that

ρ(G) = max
H⊂G

−χ(H).

One can easily prove this directly (with ρ(G) = −χ(H) when H consists of
all cyclic connected components of G) or use Theorem 4.6.

5 Galois and Covering Theory in the SHNC

In this section we establish a number of important definitions and facts con-
cerning graph coverings and Galois coverings.

There is a collection of facts about number fields that may be called
Galois theory; this would include classical Galois theory, but also more recent
statements such as if k′ is a Galois extension field of k, then

k′ ⊗k k
′ ≃

⊕

Aut(k′/k)

k′
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(see [Del77], Section I.5.1). Such facts have analogues in graph theory, which
one might call “graph Galois theory.” Such facts were described in [Fri93,
ST96]; at least some of these some of these facts were known much earlier,
in [Gro77]; since these facts are fairly simple and quite powerful, we presume
they may occur elsewhere in the literature (perhaps only implicitly). Our
main use of Galois theory in the SHNC is to reduce the its study to subgraphs
of a Cayley graph. This will later lead us to sheaves we call ρ-kernels. Let
us now give definitions and state the main theorems to be developed in this
section.

Definition 5.1 By the Cayley bigraph on a group, G, with generators g1
and g2, denoted G = Cayley(G; g1, g2), we mean the étale bigraph, G, where
VG = G and EG = G ×{1, 2} (as sets), such that for each g ∈ G and i = 1, 2,
the edge (g, i) has colour i, tail g, and head gig.

We reduce the SHNC to the special case of subgraphs of a Cayley graph,
as follows.

Theorem 5.2 To prove Theorem 3.1, the SHNC, it suffices verify the SHNC
on all pairs, (L, L′), such that L, L′ are subgraphs of the same Cayley bigraph.
In particular, to prove the SHNC it suffices to show that any subgraph of a
Cayley bigraph is universal for the SHNC.

The following simplifications of the SHNC on subgraphs of Cayley graphs
will help solidify the connection between the SHNC and ρ-kernels of the next
section.

Theorem 5.3 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G.
Then

1. L is universal for the SHNC if for any étale L′ → G we have (L, L′)
satisfies the SHNC (with L′ inheriting the edge colouring from G, i.e.,
from the composition L′ → G followed by G → B2);

2. for any étale L′ → G we have

L×B2
L′ ≃ (LG)×G L′,

where
LG =

∐

g∈G

Lg.
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Before giving Galois theory we quickly describe the remarkable reason for
the strong connection between the SHNC and covering and Galois theory.
Since its proof is so short, we give it here as well.

Theorem 5.4 For any covering map π : K → G of degree d, we have
χ(K) = dχ(G) and ρ(K) = dρ(G).

Proof The claim on χ follows since d = |VK |/|VG| = |EK |/|EG|. To show the
claim on ρ, it suffices to consider the case of G connected, the general case
obtained by summing over connected components; but similarly it suffices to
consider the case of K connected. In this case

ρ(G) = h1(G)− 1 = −χ(G) = −dχ(K) = d
(
h1(K)− 1

)
= dρ(K).

2

From this theorem it follows that if K̃ → K and L̃ → L are covering
maps of étale bigraphs, then

ρ(K̃ ×B2
L̃)− ρ(K̃)ρ(L̃) = [K̃ : K] [L̃ : L]

(
ρ(K ×B2

L)− ρ(K)ρ(L)
)
;

hence (K,L) satisfy the SHNC iff (K̃, L̃) do. This means that to study the
SHNC, one can always pass to covers of the bigraphs of interest.

For the rest of this section we describe a number of aspects of what we
call Galois graph theory and use it for prove Theorems 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1 Galois Theory of Graphs

We shall summarize some theorems of [Fri93]; the reader is referred to there
and [ST96] for more discussion. In this article Galois group actions, when
written multiplicatively (i.e., not viewed as functions or morphisms) will be
written on the right, since our Cayley graphs are written with its generators
acting on the left.

Let π : K → G be a covering map of digraphs. We write Aut(π), or some-
what abusively Aut(K/G) (when π is understood), for the automorphisms
of K over G, i.e., the digraph automorphisms ν : K → K such that π = πν.

Now assume that K and G are connected. Then it is easy to see ([Fri93,
ST96]) that for every v1, v2 ∈ VK there is at most one ν ∈ Aut(K/G) such
that ν(v1) = v2; the same holds with edges instead of vertices. It follows that
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|Aut(K/G)| ≤ [K : G], with equality iff Aut(K/G) acts transitively on each
vertex and edge fibre of π. In this case we say that π is Galois.

If π : K → G is a covering map but K is not connected, |Aut(K/G)|
can be as large as [K : G] factorial (if K is a number of copies of G). So
when K is not connected, we say that a covering map π : K → G is Galois
provided that we additionally specify a subgroup, G, of Aut(K/G) that acts
simply (i.e., a non-identity g ∈ G acts without fixed edges or vertices) and
transitively on each of the vertex and edge fibres of π; we declare G to be the
Galois group. Allowing for π : K → G to be Galois in this generalized sense,
i.e. for K not necessarily connected, does not change any of the theorems
below, although some care is required when K is not connected; for example,
it does mean that certain π : K → G can be Galois on each component of G
without being Galois in our sense (consider G = G1∐G2, and Ki = π−1(Gi),
where G1, G2, K1, K2 are connected and the [Ki : Gi] are relatively prime).

Theorem 5.5 (Normal Extension Theorem) If π : G → B is a covering
map of digraphs, there is a covering map µ : K → G such that πµ is Galois.

In this situation we say that K is a normal extension of G (assuming the
maps µ and π are understood). By convention, all graphs are finite in the
paper unless otherwise specified. Generally speaking, we will not address
infinite graphs in the context of Galois theory; however, if the π : G → B
in this theorem is a morphism of finite degree, even if G and B are infinite
digraphs, then the proof of the Normal Extension Theorem due to Gross is
still valid.

Let us outline two proofs of the Normal Extension Theorem. The proof in
[Fri93] uses the fact that G corresponds to a subgroup, S, of index n = |VG|
of the group π1(B), the fundamental group of B (which is the free group on
h1(B) elements). The intersection of xSx−1 over a set of coset representatives
of π1(B)/S is a normal subgroup, N , of finite size (at worst nn, since there are
n cosets and each xSx−1 is of index n); π(B)/N then naturally corresponds
to a Galois cover K → B of at most nn vertices.

There is a very pretty proof of the Normal Extension Theorem discovered
earlier by Jonathan Gross in [Gro77], giving a better bound on the number
of vertices of K. For any positive integer k at most n = |VG|, let Ωk(G) be
the subgraph of G ×B G ×B · · · ×B G (multiplied k times) induced on the
set of vertices of the form (v1, . . . , vk) where vi 6= vj for all i, j with i 6= j.
Each Ωk(G) admits a covering map to G by projecting onto any one of its
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components. But Ωn(G), which has edge and vertex fibers of size n!, is Galois
by the natural, transitive action of Sn (the symmetric group on n elements)
on Ωn(G). So Ωn(G) is a Galois cover of degree at most n! over B.

Our next fact is an analogue of a standard and surprisingly useful fact
in descent theory (as in [Del77]); it is also surprisingly useful for the SHNC,
despite the fact that it is trivial.

Theorem 5.6 Let π : K → G be Galois. Then

K ×G K =
∐

σ∈Aut(K/G)

Kσ

where Kσ is the subgraph of K ×G K given via

VKσ
= {(v, vg) | v ∈ VK , g ∈ Aut(K/G)},

EKσ
= {(e, eg) | e ∈ EK , g ∈ Aut(K/G)}.

Each Kσ is isomorphic to K.

(See [Fri93], and compare with the identical formula for fields in [Del77],
Section I.5.1).

Corollary 5.7 In Theorem 5.6, let us further assume that we have mor-
phisms K1 → K and K2 → K. Then

K1 ×G K2 ≃
∐

σ∈Aut(K/G)

K1 ×K (K2σ).

Proof

K1 ×G K2 ≃ (K1 ×K K)×G (K ×K K2) ≃ K1 ×K (K ×G K)×K K2

≃
∐

σ

(
K1 ×K Kσ ×K K2

)
≃
∐

σ

(
K1 ×K (K2σ)

)
.

2

There are many extensions to this basic theory. We mention one inter-
esting example.

Assume, for simplicity, that G is connected. If K → G is Galois and
factors as K → K ′ → G, then K → K ′ is Galois, with Galois group being
the subgroup of Aut(K/G) fixing any vertex or edge fiber of K → K ′; hence
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Aut(K/K ′) is a subgroup of Aut(K/G). Conversely, a subgroup of Aut(K/G)
divides the vertices and edges of K into orbits, giving a graph K ′ (whose
vertices and edges are these orbits) and a factorization K → K ′ → G.
Furthermore, for an intermediate cover K → K ′ → G, K → K ′ is always
Galois (since Aut(K/K ′) has the right cardinality), and K ′ → G is Galois
iff the subgroup of Aut(K/G) fixing K → K ′ fibers is a normal subgroup of
Aut(K/G). See [ST96] for details.

If K → G is Galois and factors as K → K ′ → G,

K ×G K ′ =
∐

g∈Aut(K/G)/Aut(K/K ′)

Kg, (11)

where

VKg
= {(v, [v]g) | v ∈ VK}, EKg

= {(e, [e]g) | e ∈ EK},

where [v], [e] respectively denote the images of v, e, respectively, in K ′; each
Kg is isomorphic to K. Special cases of this statement include the trivial
case K ′ = G and the case K ′ = K stated earlier.

5.2 Base Change

There are a number of easy “stability under base change” results; these say
that in a digram arising from arbitrary digraph morphisms L → B and
M → B,

L×B M - M

L
?

- B
?

if L → B has a certain property, then so does L ×B M → M . Just from
the construction of the fibre product, we easily see that the following classes
of morphisms are stable under base change: étale morphisms, covering mor-
phism, and Galois morphisms (and many others that we won’t need, such as
open inclusions, morphisms that are d–to–1 for some fixed d, etc.).

5.3 Etale Factorization

In this subsection we shall prove that any étale map factorizes as an open
inclusion followed by a covering map. This will easily establish Theorem 5.2.
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We define an open inclusion to be any inclusion H → G of a subgraph,
H , in a graph, G. We say the inclusion is dense if VH = VG; this agrees with
the topological notion, i.e., the closure of G in H is H , under the topological
view of G in [Fri].

Lemma 5.8 Let π : G → B be an étale map. Then π factors as an open
inclusion, ι : G → G′, followed by a covering map, π′ : G′ → B. If the
vertex fibres of π (i.e., π−1(v) over all v ∈ VB) are all of the same size, i.e.,
πV : VG → VB is d-to-1 for some d, then we may assume ι is dense; if in
addition G is connected, then we may assume G′ is connected.

A variant of the first sentence of this theorem is called Marshall Hall’s theo-
rem in [Sta83].
Proof By adding isolated vertices to G we may assume πV is d-to-1 for
some d. Extend G to G′ and π to π′ : G′ → B by completing each π−1(e) to
a perfect bipartite matching of the vertices over the tail of e and those over
the head of e (for a self-loop we view these two sets of vertices as disjoint).
Clearly π′ : G′ → B is a covering map. If πV was originally d-to-1 for some d,
then G′ is obtained by adding only edges, so G is dense in G′; if furthermore
G is connected, then the G′ obtained by adding only edges is, of course, still
connected.

2

Here is an easy, but vital, observation.

Lemma 5.9 If S → B2 is a Galois map with Galois group, G, then S is
isomorphic to a Cayley bigraph on the group G = Gal(S/B2).

Proof Choose any v0 ∈ VS to be the “origin.” The association g 7→ v0g
sets up an identification of G with V , by definition of a Galois covering map,
since there is a unique vertex of B2 and hence a singe vertex fibre in S. Since
S → B2 is a covering map, the vertex v0 is the tail of a unique colour 1 edge,
e, whose head is v0g1 for a unique g1 ∈ G. For any g we have eg has tail v0g
and head v0g1g. It follows that identifying V with G means that there is an
edge (g, g1g) (i.e., whose tail is g and head is g1g) of colour 1 for each g ∈ G.
Similarly for edges of colour 2, and this sets up an isomorphism between S
and Cayley(G; g1, g2).

2
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Proof of Theorem 5.2 Let G → B2 and K → B2 be étale maps.
Let these étale maps factor as open inclusions followed by covering maps as
G → G̃ → B and K → K̃ → B. Let S be a Galois cover of G̃×B K̃. Consider
G′ = G×

G̃
S, which admits a natural map to G (namely projection onto the

first component), and similarly K ′ = K ×
K̃
S. We claim that G′ → G is a

covering map; indeed, by stability under base change (see Subsection 5.2),
since K̃ → B2 is a covering map, so is G̃×B K̃ → G̃; since S → G̃×B K̃ is
a covering map, so is S → G̃; hence, by base change so is G′ → G. Similarly
K ′ → K is a covering map. According to Theorem 5.4 and the discussion
below, the SHNC is satisfied at (G,K) iff it is satisfied at (G′, K ′). But
G′, K ′ are subgraphs of S, and S is a Galois cover of B2, and therefore a
Cayley bigraph.

2

Although we shall not need it, we mention that the idea in this last proof
can be extended from G → B2 and K → B2 to an arbitrary number of étale
maps, Li → B2, and gives the following interesting fact.

Theorem 5.10 For any étale bigraphs L1, . . . , Lk, there are covering maps
L′
i → Li and a Cayley bigraph, S, such that each L′

i is a subgraph of S that
is dense (i.e., L′

i has the same vertex set as S).

5.4 The Proof of Theorem 5.3

We finish this section with the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Claim (1) of the theorem is a simple base change argument: if L is a

subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, and L′ → B2 is any étale bigraph, let
L′′ = L′ ×B2

G. Then, by base change (see Subsection 5.2), L′′ → G is étale
and L′′ → L′ is a covering map. Then (L, L′) satisfies the SHNC iff (L, L′′)
does. Hence L is universal for the SHNC iff (L, L′′) satisfies the SHNC for
all étale bigraphs, L′′, whose colouring map factor as L′′ → G → B2.

Claim (2) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.7, withG,K,K1, K2

respectively replaced by B2, G, L, L′, noting that Aut(G/B2) = G.

2
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6 ρ-kernels

In this section we introduce a collection of sheaves that are central to our
proof of the SHNC. They are called ρ-kernels. Before defining them, we
motivate their construction by showing how their study is connected to the
SHNC. First we need to set some notation on Cayley graphs.

6.1 Sheaves on Cayley graphs

Let G = Cayley(G; g1, g2) be a Cayley bigraph on a group, G. Recall that
since our generators act on the left, e.g., the colour 1 edges are of the form
(g, g1g), the Galois group of G is G acting on the right. Now we define
a right action of G on sheaves on G. We shall state this in slightly more
general terms. This is completely straightforward and mildly tedious, but
convenient in this section and vital to Section 7.

Definition 6.1 We say that a group, G, acts on a digraph, G, on the right, if
associated to each g ∈ G is an isomorphism πg, of G such that πg1g2 = πg2πg1

for all g1, g2 ∈ G. We will identify g with πg if no confusion can arise. If L
is a subgraph of G, we write Lg for the image of L under g (i.e., under πg);
similarly if P ∈ VG ∐ EG, Pg denotes the image of P under g.

Of course, if G is a Cayley bigraph on a group, G, then G acts on G on the
right.

Theorem 6.2 Let a group, G, act on a digraph, G, on the right. Then
each element of G acts naturally as a functor on sheaves, via the association
g 7→ π∗

g−1, such that

1. G acts on the right, i.e., if we write Fg for π∗
g−1F for any sheaf, F ,

on G, then for any g1, g2 ∈ G we have Fg1g2 = (Fg1)g2, and similarly
with the sheaf F replaced by a morphism of sheaves;

2. for each sheaf, F , on G, any g ∈ G, and any P ∈ VG ∐ EG we have

(Fg)(P ) = F(Pg−1);

and
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3. for each subgraph L ⊂ G and field, F, we have

FL g = FLg.

In Section 7 it will be important to use the fact that for each g ∈ G, π∗
g−1

is a functor, i.e., it acts (compatibly) on morphisms of sheaves as well as on
sheaves.
Proof For item (1), we recall that for any u : G′ → G, u∗ is a functor on
sheaves, and for composable morphisms of digraphs, u1, u2, we have (u1u2)

∗ =
u∗
2u

∗
1; hence, since G acts on the right, for any g1, g2 ∈ G we have

π∗
g−1

1

π∗
g−1

2

= (πg−1

2

πg−1

1

)∗ = (πg−1

1
g−1

2

)∗ = π∗
(g2g1)−1

and so g 7→ π∗
g−1 is defines an action on sheaves and morphisms of sheaves

that acts on the right.
Item (2) follows immediately from the definition of the pullback. Item (3)

follows since for all P ∈ VG ∐ EG and L ⊂ G and g ∈ G we have

(FL g)(P ) = FL(Pg−1);

but Pg−1 ∈ L iff P ∈ Lg, so

FLg(P ) = FL(Pg−1) = (FL g)(P ).

Hence FLg = FL g.

2

Given a sheaf, F , on G we define

FG =
⊕

g∈G

Fg.

In particular, for L ⊂ G, if we set

LG =
∐

g∈G

Lg

(akin to the notation in Theorem 5.3) then

FL G ≃ FLG .
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6.2 Kernels and the SHNC

The following theorem summarizes our approach to the SHNC.

Theorem 6.3 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G. Assume there is
an exact sequence

0 → K → FLG → F
ρ(L) → 0 (12)

such that m.e.(K) = 0. Then L is universal for the SHNC.

Proof According to Theorem 5.3, it suffices to show that for each étale
u : L′′ → G we have that (L, L′′) satisfies the SHNC. Tensoring equation (12)
with FL′′ = u!F gives

0 → K⊗ FL′′ → FLG ⊗ FL′′ → F
ρ(L)
L′′ → 0. (13)

Since m.e.(K) = 0 and u : L′′ → G is étale, we have

m.e.(K ⊗ FL′′) = 0

(this, as we mentioned earlier, is an example of a “contagious vanishing
theorem” proven in [Fri]). Since the maximum excess is a first quasi-Betti
number, this and equation (13) implies that

m.e.(FLG ⊗ FL′′) ≤ m.e.(F
ρ(L)
L′′ ) = ρ(L)ρ(L′′).

But
FLG ⊗ FL′′ ≃ F(LG)×GL′′ ≃ FL×B2

L′′

(using equation (10) and Corollary 5.7), and so we have

ρ(L×B2
L′′) = m.e.(FL×B2

L′′) = m.e.(FLG ⊗ FL′′) ≤ ρ(L)ρ(L′′).

2

6.3 Definition and Existence of ρ-Kernels and k-th
Power Kernels

We begin with some notation to describe the kernels we introduce here and
study throughout the rest of this paper.

Let G be a Cayley bigraph on a group, G. For any integer k ≥ 0, let Fk×G

be the set of k × |G| matrices with entries mig ∈ F indexed over i = 1, . . . , k
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and g ∈ G. If M ∈ F
k×G , then we can view M as a map from F

G to F
k. Then

M gives rise to a morphism of constant sheaves

M : FG → F
k.

For any L ⊂ G and g ∈ G, we have an inclusion FLg → F, which gives us
an inclusion

FLG → FG ≃ F
G .

Thus we get a monomorphism

ιLG : FLG → F
G ,

and, for any M ∈ F
k×G , a composite morphism

MιLG : FLG → F
k.

We shall often write ι instead of ιLG , since the subscript LG can be inferred
from the source (even if two different ι’s are involved).

Definition 6.4 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group,
G, and let F be a field. For any integer k ≥ 0, we say that M ∈ F

k×G is
L-surjective if the map, MιLG is surjective. If so, we that its kernel, K =
KM(L,G,G), is a k-th power kernel for (L,G,G); if, in addition, k = ρ(L),
we also say that K is a ρ-kernel for (L,G,G).

Note that when kernels are defined in category theory, i.e., for a cate-
gory with a zero morphism, then a kernel is defined only up to (unique)
isomorphism. However, for sheaves on a graph, we can define the kernel of a
morphism F1 → F2 uniquely, as the subsheaf of F1 that is the kernel. Hence
we will speak of the kernel of a morphism, or its kernel, for convenience;
when we say “a kernel” we shall mean the category theory notion, i.e., any
morphism K → F1 that is the equalizer of F1 → F2 and the zero morphism.

Note that we could also define k-th power kernels when MιLG is not
surjective, as the element of the derived category (see [GM03]) as a single
shift of the mapping cone of MιLG ; we shall not pursue this here.

The important point to notice is that if k ≤ ρ(L), “most” matrices M ∈
F
k×G are L-surjective. We now demonstrate this, in a rather explicit fashion.
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Definition 6.5 We say that M ∈ F
k×G is totally linearly independent (or

just totally independent) if every subset G ′ of G of size k we have {mg}g∈G′

is linearly independent, where mg denotes the column of M corresponding to
g ∈ G.

Lemma 6.6 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group G. Then
the number of vertices of L and the number of edges of either colour in L are
all at least ρ(L).

Proof Adding vertices and edges to a graph does not decrease its reduced
cyclicity (i.e., its ρ). So if P is an edge of colour 2, let L′ be L union all
vertices of G and all edges of colour 1. Then ρ(L′) ≥ ρ(L) and L′ has the
same number of edges of colour 2 as L. But if we discard the edges of colour
2 from L′ we are left with a union of cycles, for which ρ = 0, and discarding
one edge decreases ρ by at most one (given equation (6)). Hence the number
of edges of colour 2 in L′ is at least ρ(L), and so the same is true of the
number of colour 2 edges in L.

Similarly L must have at least ρ(L) edges of colour 1. Finally, since each
vertex of L is the head of at most one edge of colour 1, the number of vertices
is also at least ρ(L).

2

Now we wish to describe ρ-kernels, both as a kernel of a sheaf morphism
and, alternatively, by explicitly giving their values and restrictions.

Definition 6.7 Fix a subgraph, L, of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G.
Fix an M ∈ F

k×G for an integer k ≥ 0. For a subset T ⊂ G, the T -free
subspace of ker(M) we mean the set

Free T = Free T (M) = {~a ∈ ker(M) | ∀g /∈ T, ag = 0}.

A free subspace of ker(M) is a subspace that is T -free for some T ⊂ G. For
P ∈ VG ∐ EG, we set

GL(P ) = {g ∈ G | P ∈ Lg}.

In the above definition, if M ∈ F
k×G is totally independent, then for all

T ⊂ G we have
dim(Free T ) = max(0, |T | − k). (14)
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Lemma 6.8 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a graph G. Let
M ∈ F

k×G be totally independent, for some k ≤ ρ(L). Then

Mι : FLG → (FG)
k

is surjective. Furthermore, if KM denotes its kernel, then for each P ∈
VG ∐ EG we have

KM(P ) = Free GL(P )(M),

in the notation of Definition 6.7, and the restriction maps for KM are the
inclusions. In particular,

dim
(
KM(P )

)
= nP − ρ(L),

where nP = |GL(P )|. (We shall sometimes write KM as KM(L) or
KM(L,G,G) to emphasize KM ’s dependence upon L, G, and G.)

Proof For each g ∈ G we have FLg = FLg. Hence for each P ∈ VG ∐EG, we
have

(FLg)(P ) = (FLg)(P ) =

{
F if P ∈ Lg
0 if P /∈ Lg

Hence
(FLG)(P ) ≃

⊕

g∈GL(P )

F,

and the image of Mι in (FG)
k at P is the span of the subcollection of the

nP columns of M corresponding to the elements of GL(P ) ⊂ G. Since G is
a Cayley bigraph, nP is either the number of vertices, edges of colour 1, or
edges of colour 2 in L. By Lemma 6.6 we have nP ≥ ρ(L), and hence this
subcollection of nP vectors in M spans Fk. Hence Mι is surjective at P , and
its kernel, Free GL(P ), is of dimension nP − k. The restriction maps on FLG
are, component by component, those of the individual FLg over all g ∈ G,
and those are just inclusions; since K is a subsheaf of FLG, we have that K
inherits those restriction maps.

2

Note that it is easy to see, even with G = Z/3Z and L consisting of five
edges, that there need not be any graph theoretic surjections LG → Gρ(L),
where Gρ(L) is ρ(L) disjoint copies of G; so in passing from the graphs LG and
Gρ(L) to the sheaves FLG and F

ρ(L), there exists a surjection of sheaves that
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does not arise from any surjection of graphs. So an added benefit of working
with sheaves (aside from using them to form kernels useful in studying the
SHNC) is that sheaves give “additional surjections” that don’t exist in graph
theory.

7 Symmetry and Algebra of the Excess

In this section we make some general observations about the maximum excess
of k-th power kernels. The main observation is that given (L,G,G) as usual,
the maximum excess of KM(L) for generic M ∈ F

k×G is divisible by |G|,
where by “generic” we mean for M in some subset of Fk×G that contains a
nonempty, Zariski open subset of Fk×G. Let us outline this argument.

First, in Subsection 7.1, we will show that for any M ∈ F
k×G and g ∈ G

we have KM(L)g ≃ KMg(L) where Mg is obtained by an appropriate action
of g on the columns of M . This means that if F is the maximal (or minimal)
excess maximizer for KM(L), then Fg is isomorphic to the maximal (or,
respectively, minimal) excess maximizer forKMg(L). It may be helpful, albeit
somewhat fanciful, to understand this symmetry via two “observers” looking
at the exact sequence

0 → KM → FLG
Mι

−−−→ F
k → 0,

one who examines this at P ∈ VG ∐EG, and the other at Pg, for g fixed and
P varying; for example, FLG “looks” the same to both observers, except that
its summands appear permuted from one observer to the other.

In Subsection 7.2 we discuss the generic maximum excess of KM = KM(L)
with L fixed and M ∈ F

k×G variable (and G,G, k fixed). The key to this
discussion is considering what we call “dimension profiles,” which we now
define.

Definition 7.1 By a dimension profile on a bigraph, G, we mean a function

n : VG ∐ EG → Z≥0.

For any such n, we set

χ(n) =
∑

v∈VG

n(v)−
∑

e∈EG

n(e); |n| =
∑

P∈VG∐EG

n(P ).
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Any sheaf, F , on G determines a dimension profile, dim(F), as the function
P 7→ dim(F(P )). For any dimension profile, n, of a Cayley bigraph, G, on
a group, G, any subgraph, L ⊂ G, any field, F, and any k ≥ 0, let

M(n) = M(n, L,G,G,F, k)

be the set of M ∈ F
k×G for which KM = KM(L,G,G) exists (i.e., M is

L-surjective) and has a subsheaf, F , with dim(F) = n.

We easily see that for all n, M(n) is a constructible subset of Fk×G . Let N
be the set of n for which M(n) is generic, i.e., contains a Zariski open subset
of Fk×G ; since M(n) is constructible, it is equivalent to say that its Zariski
closure is F

k×G. The generic (in M) value of the maximum excess of KM

is the largest value of −χ(n) among those n ∈ N ; let N ′ be the subset of
n ∈ N which attain this largest −χ(n) value. Since G is finite, for any n ∈ N
there is a generic set of M such that Mg ∈ M(n) for all g ∈ G. Hence, if
n ∈ N ′ is chosen with |n| at a maximum value (or minimum value), then by
the uniqueness of the maximum (or minimum) maximizer of the excess, the
symmetry KMg ≃ KMg implies that n(P ) = n(Pg−1) for all P ∈ VG ∐ EG

and g ∈ G. Hence the generic maximum excess of KM , which equals −χ(n)
for any n ∈ N ′, is divisible by G.

We wish to remark that the generic maximum excess is not generally
attained by all M ∈ F

k×G. For example, our approach to the SHNC is based
on the fact that the generic maximum excess of a ρ-kernel is zero, i.e., for
k = ρ(L) (see Theorem 9.3). However, if M is zero in one column, but totally
independent in the others, then M will still be L-surjective provided that L
has at least ρ(L) + 1 edges of each colour. (A simple example of such an L
can be obtained by deleting one edge of each colour from Cayley(Z/mZ; 1, 1)
with m ≥ 2.) In such a situation, the fact that M has a column of zeros
implies that KM has FLg as a subsheaf (more precisely, a direct summand)
for some g ∈ G, and hence the maximum excess of KM will be at least ρ(L).
Hence any L that has at least ρ(L) + 1 edges of each colour, and for which
ρ(L) > 0, has a ρ-kernel of positive maximum excess. Hence it is essential to
study the maximum excess of KM with some restrictions onM , i.e., requiring
some special properties of M ; in our case, these properties restrict M to some
generic subset of Fρ(L)×G .
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7.1 Symmetry of k-th Power Kernels

The point of this subsection is to establish the following symmetry of k-th
power kernels.

Theorem 7.2 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G,
and let F be an arbitrary field. Let k be an arbitrary non-negative integer
and M ∈ F

k×G. Let Mg be the matrix (described earlier) whose g′ column,
for g′ ∈ G, is the g′g−1 column of M . Then M is L-surjective iff Mg is
L-surjective, and if so then KM(L)g ≃ KMg(L).

Proof We begin our discussion of symmetry with a somewhat pedantic, but
important, point. If A is a category in which finite direct sums exists, such
as an additive category, and {As}s∈S is a family of objects in the category
indexed upon a finite set, S, then their direct sum comes with projections

fr :
⊕

s∈S

As → Ar

for each r ∈ S. If π : S → S is a permutation, then we have a “component
permuting map,” P = P (π), given by

P (π)

(
⊕

s∈S

As

)
=
⊕

s∈S

Aπ(s),

The two direct sums in this last equation are isomorphic, but not equal (e.g.,
the direct sum on the right-hand-side has the projection f ′

r whose target is
Aπ(r), not to Ar, for each r ∈ G). We shall need to keep the seemingly
unimportant operator P = P (π) in mind in order to make things precise for
this subsection. If A• is any direct sum indexed on G, then we easily see
P (π2)(P (π1)A•) = P (π2 ◦ π1)A•.

Again, let F be a field, k ≥ 0 an integer, L a subgraph of a Cayley
bigraph, G, on a group, G, and M ∈ F

k×G that is L-surjective. We have an
exact sequence.

0 −→ K −→
⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′ Mι
−−−→ F

k −→ 0. (15)

For a g ∈ G, applying π∗
g−1 , of Theorem 6.2, to this sequence gives an exact

sequence:

0 −→ Kg −→
⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′g

π∗
g−1

(Mι)

−−−−−−−→ F
kg −→ 0. (16)
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We have Fg = F since F is a constant sheaf (note the we mean that the two are
equal, not merely isomorphic). Note that π∗

g−1 acts on sheaves by renaming
the vertices of G, so it acts on Mι only by permuting sheaf inclusions FLg′′ →
F for various values of g′′; in other words,

π∗
g−1(MιFLG

) = Mι′,

where ι′ is ι with the source FLGg. Hence we may write equation (16) as

0 −→ Kg
j

−−−→
⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′g

Mι′

−−−→ F
k −→ 0, (17)

where j is an inclusion.
Also, we have

P (πg−1)


⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′g


 =

⊕

g′∈G

FL πg−1(g′)g =
⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′ = FLG.

Hence from equation (17) we get a sequence

0 −→ Kg
j

−→
⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′g

P (π
g−1)

−−−−−→ FLG
P (πg)
−−−→

⊕

g′∈G

FL g
′g

Mι′

−−→ F
k −→ 0,

and hence an exact sequence (since P (πg) and P (πg−1) are isomorphisms)

0 −→ Kg
P (π

g−1 )◦j
−−−−−−−→ FLG

Mι′P (πg)
−−−−−−→ F

k −→ 0, (18)

with j being the inclusion in equation (17). But clearly

Mι′P (πg) = MP (πg) ιFLG
= Mπg ιFLG

,

where πg is viewed as operating vectors in F
G sending α ∈ F

G , viewed as a
function α : G → F to πgα given by

g′ 7→ α(πg(g
′)) = α(g′g).

Hence setting Mg = Mπg, we get a short exact sequence

0 −→ Kg −→ FLG
Mg ι

−−−−→ F
k 0
−→ . (19)
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Hence KMg(L) is, up to isomorphism, just Kg.
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to find that permutation

that brings the columns ofM to those ofMg. IfM = {mi,g′} giveM ’s entries,
then for any w ∈ F

G , the i-th component of (Mg)w = M(πgw) is

(M(πgw))i =
∑

g′∈G

mi,g′(πgw)g′ =
∑

g′∈G

mi,g′wg′g =
∑

g′′∈G

mi,g′′g−1wg′′ .

Hence the i, g′′ entry of Mg is mi,g′′g−1 , so the g′′ column of Mg is the g′′g−1

of M .

2

We wish to make a few comments on equation (19) and how we derived it.
First, kernels, in category theory, are defined only up to isomorphism; this
is why we can “forget about” P (πg−1)j in equation (18); it is only important
to know that this arrow gives an exact sequence there and in equation (19).

Note that the two actions of g ∈ G in equation (19) are right G actions
on the exact sequence. To see this, first note that

(Mg)g′ = (Mπg)πg′ = Mπgg′ = Mgg′.

Then note that if we take the procedure for going from equation (15) to
equation (19) and then do the same procedure with g replaced by g′, then
we easily see (paying close attention to the order of the P ’s, the π’s, and the
ι’s) that we get the same equation as equation (15) with K replaced by Kgg′

and M replaced by Mgg′.
We wish to comment on something that seems a bit contradictory. The

map g 7→ P (πg−1) is a left action, and so it may seem strange that our
forgotten monomorphism P (πg−1)j in equation (18) involves a left action.
But note that if we apply g′ to equation (19) we get

0 −→ Kgg′
π∗

g′−1
(P (π

g−1 )◦j)

−−−−−−−−−−−→ FLGg
′

π∗

g′−1
(Mι′P (πg))

−−−−−−−−−−−→ F
k −→ 0,

and hence an exact sequence

0 −→ Kgg′
α

−−→ FLG
β

−−→ F
k −→ 0,

where

α = P (πg′−1) ◦ π∗
g′−1(P (πg−1) ◦ j) = P (πg′−1)P (πg−1)j′,

β = π∗
g′−1(Mι′P (πg))P (πg′),
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for an inclusion j′. Examining α we see that P (πg′−1) is applied to the left
of P (πg−1), whose product equals P (π(gg′)−1), so that g′ appears to the right
of g.

A similar remark applies for the column permuting rule taking M to Mg:
g 7→ πg−1 is a left action, not a right action. However, if f : G → T is
any function from G to a set, T , then defining a function fg via (fg)(g′) =
f(g′g−1) defines a right action of G on functions from G to T ; indeed, for
f : G → T and g, g1, g2 ∈ G we have
(
(fg1)g2)

)
(g) = (fg1)(gg

−1
2 ) = f(gg−1

2 g−1
1 ) = f

(
g(g1g2)

−1
)
=
(
f(g1g2)

)
(g).

So the left action g 7→ πg−1 turns into a right action when it acts on the
argument of a function.

We finish this subsection with a corollary of Theorem 7.2 that is our sole
application of the theorem.

Corollary 7.3 Let n be a dimension profile for Cayley bigraph, G, on a
group, G. Let L be a subgraph of G, let F be a field, and let k ≥ 0 be an
integer. Then for any g ∈ G, we have

M(ng, L,G,G, k) = M(n, L,G,G, k)g,

where ng is given by
(ng)(P ) = n(Pg−1)

for all P ∈ VG ∐ EG.

(We easily check that the action g → ng in this corollary is a right action,
similar to the above discussion of the action on functions from G to a set,
T .)
Proof Let g ∈ G and M ∈ M(n). Then there exists an F ⊂ KM such that
dim(F) = n. Then we have Fg ⊂ KMg and we have dim(Fg) = dim(F)g,
since

dim
(
(Fg)(P )

)
= dim

(
F(Pg−1)

)

for all P ∈ VG∐EG. But we have an isomorphism ιg : KMg → KMg of sheaves
on G; so on the one hand we have ιgF ⊂ KMg, and on the other hand, since
isomorphisms preserve the dimension profile, we have Mg ∈ M(n′) where

n′ = dim(ιgFg) = dim(Fg) = ng.
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Hence M ∈ M(n) implies that Mg ∈ M(ng). Applying this observation
to M replaced with Mg and g replaced with g−1 (or simply reversing the
argument in this proof) shows the converse. Hence M(n)g = M(ng).

2

7.2 Generic Maximum Excess

If F is a field and r ≥ 1 an integer, then by a generic subset of Fr we mean
a subset that contains

{(x1, . . . , xr) ∈ F
r | p(x1, . . . , xr) 6= 0}

for some nonzero polynomial, p. Algebraic geometry and generic subsets
are most commonly discussed (at least on the most basic level) under the
assumption that F is algebraically closed. Under this situation, all generic
sets are nonempty; this remains true if F is infinite, or if the polynomial, p,
above is fixed and F is finite but sufficiently large.

In order to have a sensible definition of generic and to conform to the
algebraic geometric literature, we will freely assume that F is algebraically
closed. However, the theorems we obtain in this section and the next will be
valid for any infinite field or “sufficiently large” finite field, F, by applying
these theorems to the algebraic closure of F, finding the associated polyno-
mials, p, to the generic sets of interest, and determining how large F needs to
be so that the generic sets are nonempty. The reader may find it amusing to
note that in all our discussion of generic sets and generic conditions, all that
we ultimately care about is that certain of these generic sets are nonemtpy
(e.g., that there is at least one ρ-kernel for (L,G,G) with vanishing maximum
excess).

Let us review some notation in algebraic geometry; see [Har77], Chapter
1, Section 1. Let us assume that F is algebraically closed. Let AN = A

N(F),
where N is an integer or a set or a product thereof, denote affine N space
over F, i.e., the set FN , with its usual Zariski topology. (When we speak of
topological notions on F

N we mean those of AN(F); in the literature A
N(F)

connotes F
N viewed as a topological space, or scheme, etc.) Recall that a

locally closed set is the intersection of an open and closed set (i.e., a subset
of AN determined as the zeros of some polynomials and complement of the
zeros of some other polynomials), and a constructible set on A

N amounts to
a finite disjoint union of locally closed sets (see [Har77], Exercise II.3.18).
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Lemma 7.4 Let F be an algebraically closed field, k ≥ 0 an integer, and L a
subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G. For each n : VG∐EG → Z≥0,
M(n) = M(n, L,G,G, k) is a constructible set.

Proof We introduce |n| |G| indeterminates as follows: for each P ∈ VP ∐EP ,
and i = 1, . . . , n(P ), let xP,i be a vector of indeterminates indexed on G (there
are |n| vector variables xP,i, for a total of |n| |G| indeterminates). We note
that M ∈ M(n) precisely when one can find a solution for M and xP,i to the
conditions

1. M is L-surjective; i.e., for each P ∈ VG ∐ EG, F
k is spanned by the

columns of M corresponding to the elements of GP (L);

2. for all P and i we have that xP,i has zero components outside of GL(P );

3. for all P and i, MxP,i = 0;

4. for all P , xP,1, . . . , xP,nP
are linearly independent;

5. for all e ∈ EG and all i we have that xe,i, xte,1, xte,2, . . . , xte,nte
are lin-

early dependent, and similarly with he replacing te.

The dependence or independence or spanning of vectors reduces to the van-
ishing or nonvanishing of determinants of the vectors’ coordinates. Hence
all the above equations give us a collection of polynomials fi ∈ F[M,x]
(polynomials in the entries of M and the xP,i’s) and f̃j ∈ F[M,x] such that
M ∈ M(n) iff for some x we have (M,x) ∈ C, where C is the set of (M,x)
for which fi(M,x) = 0 for all relevant i and f̃j(M,x) 6= 0 for all relevant j;
hence C is constructible. But M ∈ M(n) iff (M,x) ∈ C for some x; hence
M(n) is the image of C under the projection

A
k×G × A

|n|×G → A
k×G.

But any projection from an affine space to another by omitting some of the
coordinates has the property that it takes constructible sets to constructible
sets (see Exercise II.3.19 of [Har77] or Theorem 3.16 of [Har92], noting that
such a projection is both regular and of finite type). Hence M(n), the image
of C, is constructible.

2
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We recall that a generic subset, S, of some affine space, FT , is a subset that
contains a nonemtpy Zariski open subset of the space; if S is constructible,
then S is generic iff its Zariski closure is the affine space.

Next we claim that M(n) is generic in F
k×G for at least one n, provided

that k ≤ ρ(L), and that M(n) = ∅ for all but finitely many n. Indeed,
for any totally independent M ∈ F

k×G we have that M is L-surjective (for
(L,G,G,F, k)), and the zero sheaf, Z, has dim(Z) = 0. Hence the Zariski
closure of M(0) is Fk×G. Furthermore, KM(P ), for any P ∈ VG ∐ EG, is of
dimension at most |G| − k; hence M(n) = ∅ unless |n(P )| ≤ |G| − k for all
P ∈ VG ∐ EG, and there are only finitely many such n.

Definition 7.5 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G,
and let F be an algebraically closed field. Let k ≤ ρ(L) be a non-negative inte-
ger. We say that n : VG∐EG → Z≥0 is generic for (L,G,G,F, k) if the Zariski
closure of M(n) is A

k×G(F). We define the generic maximum excess of
(L,G,G,F, k) to be the largest value of −χ(n) for which n is generic. We de-
fine n to be a maximal profile (respectively, minimal profile) of (L,G,G,F, k)
if n is generic, −χ(n) equals the generic maximum excess, and there is no
n′ 6= n which is generic with −χ(n′) = −χ(n) and n′(P ) ≥ n(P ) (respectively
n′(P ) ≤ n(P )) for all P ∈ VG ∐ EG.

Theorem 7.6 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G. Let
F be an algebraically closed field, and k ≤ ρ(L) an integer. There is a unique
maximal profile and a unique minimal profile for (L,G,G,F, k). Furthermore,
if n is either the maximal or minimal profile, and P ∈ VG∐EG, then ng = n
for all g ∈ G (in the notion of Corollary 7.3). In particular −χ(n) is divisible
by |G|.

Actually, the proof below shows that the theorem is still true when k >
ρ(L), provided that L has at least k edges of each colour, so that a totally
independent M ∈ F

k×G is L-surjective.
Proof Let n1, n2 be two maximal profiles for (L,G,G,F, k). Let us show
that n1 = n2. Consider the subset, S, of F

k×G, M , such that M ∈ M(ni) for
i = 1, 2 and m.e.(KM) = −χ(n1) = −χ(n2). Clearly

S = M(n1) ∩M(n2) ∩
⋂

n s.t. −χ(n)>−χ(n1)

M(n),

whereM(n) denotes the complement ofM(n). But if −χ(n) > −χ(n1) then,
by assumption, n is not generic, and hence S is the intersection of a finite
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number of generic subsets of Fk×G; hence S is a generic subset of Fk×G, as
well. But any element, M ∈ S, has subsheaves F1,F2, of KM which obtain
the maximum excess of KM and with dim(Fi) = ni for i = 1, 2. But then
F = F1 + F2 also achieves the maximum excess and has deg(F) ≥ ni for
i = 1, 2. Hence

S ⊂
⋃

n s.t. −χ(n)=−χ(n1), n≥N

M(n),

where N = max(n1, n2). Since the union on the right-hand-side is a finite
union of constructible sets, the closure of one of these sets is F

k×G. Hence
there is an n with −χ(n) = −χ(n1) and n ≥ N = max(n1, n2) such that n is
generic; but if n1 6= n2, then n does not equal either of them and is at least
as big as either, which contradicts the maximality of the ni, i = 1, 2. Hence
n1 = n2, and the maximal profile is unique.

We argue similarly for the minimal profile, replacing F1+F2 with F1∩F2.
Let n be the maximal profile for (L,G,G,F, k) (now known to be unique).

Since M(n) is a generic subset of F
k×G , so is M(ng) = M(n)g for any

g ∈ G. But then ng is also a maximal profile, since clearly χ(n) = χ(ng) and
|n| = |ng|. Hence n = ng for all g ∈ G. The same is true of the minimal
profile.

It follows that the maximal (or minimal) profile, n, is invariant under G,
and hence has the same value on all the vertices, on all the edges of colour
1, and on all the edges of colour 2. Hence −χ(n) is divisible by |G| for
the maximal (or minimal) profile, and hence the generic maximum excess of
(L,G,G,F, k) is divisible by |G|.

2

8 Variability of k-th Power Kernels

The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group G.
Let F be an algebraically closed field, and let k ≤ ρ(L) be a positive inte-
ger. Then the generic maximum excess of (L,G,G,F, k) is at most that of
(L,G,G,F, k − 1), and we have equality iff both excesses are zero.

As a consequence we get the following theorem.
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Theorem 8.2 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group G. Let
F be an algebraically closed field, and let k ≤ ρ(L) be a positive integer. Let
L′ be obtained from L by removing a single edge. Then the generic maximum
excess of (L′, G,G,F, k − 1) is at least that of (L,G,G,F, k).

(As before, this theorem is also true if k > ρ(L), provided that L has at
least k edges of each colour, so that a totally independent M ∈ F

k×G is
L-surjective.)

A second goal of this section is to establish some general relations between
kernels K = KM(L) as M and L vary. We shall derive two interesting, short
exact sequences. First we establish a short exact sequence

0 → KM(L) → KM ′(L) → F → 0, (20)

for any M ∈ F
k×G and M ′ obtained from M by deleting the last row. Second

we establish a short exact sequence

0 → KM ′(L′) → KM ′(L) → E → 0, (21)

with L, L′ as in Theorem 8.2, M ′ ∈ F
(k−1)×G such that KM ′(L′) exists (i.e.,

M ′ is L′-surjective), and E a sheaf with E(V ) = 0 and E(E) of dimension |G|.
Equation (21) will be used along with Theorem 7.6 to show that Theo-

rem 8.1 implies Theorem 8.2.
Theorem 8.1 will not be proven with short exact sequences, but rather

with a careful analysis of the unique minimal maximizer of the excess of
KM(L) and of that of KM ′(L). The sequence in equation (20) gives a re-
lationship between KM(L) and KM ′(L), but we don’t know how to directly
use this to conclude anything interesting about the two sheaves, such as the
result of Theorem 8.1.

At this point we will divide our discussion into subsections. In Subsec-
tion 8.1, we will discuss the exact sequences related to our proof. In Subsec-
tion 8.2 we give the main observation of how the maximum excess changes
in passing to subsheaves, and give an intuitive reason why the generic max-
imum excess of KM ′(L), as above, should be strictly greater than that of
KM(L) provided that these numbers don’t both vanish. In Subsection 8.3 we
mimic the notation of Section 7 to include a discussion of KM ′(L) as above
and make our arguments precise, finishing the proof of Theorem 8.1; this will
easily yield Theorem 8.2.
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8.1 Variability as Exact Sequences

Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G. For any non-
negative integer, k ≤ ρ(L), we have that a generic M ∈ F

k×G gives rise to a
short exact sequence

0 → KM(L) → FLG → F
k → 0. (22)

First we considering the variance of this equation in M ; in other words, fix
an M ∈ F

k×G such that
Mι : FLG → F

k

is surjective. Then we have an exact sequence given in equation (22); if
M ′ ∈ F

(k−1)×G isM with its last row deleted, we have a similar exact sequence

0 → KM ′(L) → FLG → F
k−1 → 0. (23)

Notice that this discussion and everything below will remain essentially the
same if, more generally, M ′ is taken to be M followed by any surjective map
F
k → F

k−1. In any event, we get a digram:

0 - KM(L) - FLG
Mι

- F
k - 0

0 - KM ′(L)
?

- FLG

≃

?
M ′ι

- F
k−1
?

- 0

where the dotted arrow from KM ′(L) to KM(L) is inferred from the solid ar-
rows; furthermore, given that the solid horizontal arrows consist of an isomor-
phism and epimorphism, we infer that the dotted arrow is a monomorphism.
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We then complete the diagram to obtain a diagram

0

0 0 F

?

0 - KM(L)
?

- FLG
?

Mι
- F

k
?

- 0

0 - KM ′(L)
?

- FLG
?

M ′ι
- F

k−1
?

- 0

KM ′(L)/KM(L)
?

0
?

0
?

0
?

A simple diagram chase shows that the nonzero upper right sheaf, F, and the
nonzero lower left sheaf, KM ′(L)/KM(L), are isomorphic. Hence we obtain
the short exact sequence in equation (20).

An analogous exact sequence can be obtained by varying L in equa-
tion (22). Let L′ ⊂ L be a subgraph of L. Fix an M ∈ F

k×G that induces a
surjection FL′G → F

k. Then we get a diagram:

0 - KM(L′) - FL′G - F
k - 0

0 - KM(L)
?

- FLG
?

- F
k

≃

?

- 0

Since FL′G → FLG is an injection, and the last vertical arrow is an isomor-
phism, the inferred dotted arrow is an injection. We therefore add a bottom
row to the diagram and infer from the 3× 3 Lemma that

KM(L)/KM(L′) ≃ (FL/FL′)G.

In particular, if L′ is obtained from L by removing m edges, then we infer
equation (21) (with M here replaced by M ′, and k implicit here replaced by
k− 1), where E is a sheaf with E(V ) = 0 and E(E) being of dimension m|G|.
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8.2 Maximum Excess and Subsheaves

The goal of this section is to explain the main idea we will use to prove
Theorem 8.1; the formal proof will be given in the subsection after this one.

The following theorem gives a number of ways of demonstrating whether
or not a sheaf and one of its subsheaves have the same maximum excess.

Theorem 8.3 Let F ′ ⊂ F be sheaves on a digraph, G. Let U ⊂ F(V ) be the
minimal maximizer of the excess of F , and let U ′ ⊂ F ′(V ) be the minimal
maximizer of the excess of F ′. Then

m.e.(F ′) ≤ m.e.(F), (24)

with equality iff U = U ′ and

Γht(F , U ′) = Γht(F
′, U ′).

We already know equation (24) is true, since the maximum excess is a quasi-
Betti number; the novelty of this theorem is that we have a simple condition
to characterize when equality holds.
Proof Since U ′ ⊂ F(V ) and

Γht(F
′, U ′) ⊂ Γht(F , U ′),

we have that

m.e.(F ′) = excess(F ′, U ′) ≤ excess(F , U ′) ≤ m.e.(F);

hence equality holds in equation (24) iff

excess(F ′, U ′) = excess(F , U ′) = m.e.(F).

The first equality holds iff

Γht(F , U ′) = Γht(F
′, U ′).

The second equality holds iff U ′ is also a maximizer for F . But since U is
the minimal maximizer for F , this implies that U ⊂ U ′; but this means that
U ⊂ U ′ ⊂ F ′(V ), so U is a maximizer for F ′, and hence U ′ ⊂ U (since U ′ is
the minimal maximizer for F ′). Hence U = U ′.

2
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Theorem 8.3 gives us a number of ways to conclude that equation (24)
holds with strict inequality in certain situations. For example, consider a
subgraph, L, of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G, and consider a value, k
for which

m.e.
(
KM(L)

)
> 0

for a generic M ∈ F
k×G. Let M ′ be obtained from M by removing its bottom

row, and consider the minimal maximizer, U = U(M ′) ⊂ KM ′(L)(V ) of the
excess of KM ′(L). We have that KM ⊂ KM ′, and hence

m.e.
(
KM(L)

)
= m.e.

(
KM ′(L)

)

implies that U(M ′), which is generically nonzero, lies entirely in KM(L)(V ).
But if w ∈ KM ′(L)(V ) is any nonzero vector supported on v ∈ VG, then we
may identify w with the corresponding element of KM ′(L)(v), and so

w ∈ (FLG)(v) ≃
⊕

g∈GL(v)

Fg,

where Fg denotes a copy of F. In other words, w is given by its G components,
which are (zero outside of GL(v) and are) elements of F. Hence, if we add a
generic extra row to M ′ on the bottom, to form M , the row, ~m = (mg)g∈G
will (generically in ~m) satisfy

∑

g∈G

wgmg 6= 0. (25)

Hence w /∈ KM(L)(V ) generically, and therefore the minimal maximizers for
KM(L) and KM ′(L) will generically be different. Hence, by Theorem 8.3, we
have

m.e.
(
KM ′(L)

)
≥ 1 + m.e.

(
KM(L)

)

for genericM (andM ′ obtained fromM by deleting its bottom row). This ar-
gument will establish Theorem 8.1; all we need to do is to make this rigourous.

8.3 Proof of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2

In this subsection we precisely state the idea in the last subsection as The-
orem 8.5 and use it to prove Theorem 8.1. We then easily conclude Theo-
rem 8.2.

Let F be a field, G a group, and k ≥ 1 an integer. If M ′ ∈ F
(k−1)×G and

~m ∈ F
G , we define merge(M ′, ~m) to be the element of Fk×G whose first k− 1

rows consist of M ′ and whose k-th row consists of ~m.
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Definition 8.4 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G.
Let F be an algebraically closed field. Let M ′ ∈ F

(k−1)×G be a matrix, for some
integer k ≥ 1, that is L-surjective and whose kernel, KM ′(L), has nonzero
maximum excess. Define the redundancy of M ′, denoted redund(M ′), to be
the subset of FG consisting of ~m such that M = merge(M ′, ~m) is L-surjective,
and such that

m.e.
(
KM ′(L)

)
= m.e.

(
KM(L)

)
.

Theorem 8.5 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G. Let
F be an algebraically closed field and k a positive integer. Let M ′ ∈ F

(k−1)×G

be a matrix that is L-surjective, and whose kernel, KM ′(L), has nonzero
maximum excess. Then the redundancy of M ′ lies in a proper subspace of
F
G.

Proof This follows the argument of the last subsection. If U is the minimal
maximizer of KM ′(L), then U is nonzero because the maximum excess is
nonzero. Hence there exists a w ∈ U supported at v ∈ VG with w 6= 0. So
if merge(M ′, ~m) is L-surjective, we have w /∈ KM(L) if equation (25) holds.
Since w 6= 0, equation (25) holds for all ~m outside of a proper subspace of
F
G .

2

Proof of Theorem 8.1 If the generic maximum excesses were equal, then
for a nonempty Zariski open subset, U , of Fk×G, we would have for all M ∈ U
the maximum excess of KM(L) is the same as that of KM ′(L), where M ′ is
obtained from M by discarding its bottom row. Since U is nonempty and
Zariski open, we have a polynomial, p = p(M ′, ~m) such that

p(M ′, ~m) 6= 0

implies that (M ′, ~m) ∈ U . Write

p(M ′, ~m) =
∑

n∈ZG
≥0

qn(M
′)~mn,

and fix any n such that qn 6= 0. Then qn(M
′) 6= 0 for all M ′ ∈ U ′ for a

nonempty Zariski open subset, U ′, of F(k−1)×G . For any fixed M ′ ∈ U ′ we
have p(M ′, ~m) is a nonzero polynomial in ~m; hence for fixed M ′ ∈ U ′ we
have that (M ′, ~m) ∈ U for a Zariski open subset of ~m in F

G .
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On the other hand, assuming that the maximum excesses in Theorem 8.1
are not both zero, the generic maximum excess of (L,G,G,F, k−1) is positive.
Hence KM ′(L) has positive maximum excess for all M ′ in some nonempty,
Zariski open subset, U ′′, of F(k−1)×G . But by Theorem 8.5, for any M ′ ∈ U ′′

we have that (M ′, ~m) /∈ U for ~m outside of a proper subspace of FG . But
U ′ and U ′′ must intersect (being two nonempty, Zariski open subsets of an
irreducible variety), which gives a contradiction.

2

Proof of Theorem 8.2 Let the generic maximum excess of (L,G,G,F, k)
be mk, that of (L,G,G,F, k − 1) be mk−1, and that of (L′, G,G,F, k − 1) be
m′

k−1. Since k ≤ ρ(L) and hence k − 1 ≤ ρ(L′) (we can see ρ(L′) ≥ ρ(L)− 1
from equation (6)), we have that mk, mk−1, m

′
k−1 are all multiples of |G|. The

theorem is immediate if mk = 0, so we may assume mk > 0. In this case
Theorem 8.1 implies that mk−1 > mk, and since these numbers are both
multiples of |G|, we have

mk−1 ≥ mk + |G|. (26)

But the exact sequence in equation (21) shows that for any M ′ ∈ F
(k−1)×G

we have
m.e.

(
KM ′(L′)

)
≥ m.e.

(
KM ′(L)

)
− |G|. (27)

Let U, U ′, respectively, are the subsets of M ′ ∈ F
(k−1)×G at which

KM ′(L),KM ′(L′), respectively, attain their generic value; hence U, U ′ are
generic, and therefore so is U ∩ U ′. Then applying equation (27) to any
M ′ ∈ U ∩ U ′ implies that

m′
k−1 ≥ mk−1 − |G|.

Combining this with equation (26) gives m′
k−1 ≥ mk, which proves the theo-

rem.

2

9 Proof of the SHNC

In this section we prove the SHNC. At this point we have all the tools we
need, except for one small detail.
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Lemma 9.1 Let L be an arbitrary étale bigraph with ρ(L) > 0. Then there
exists an edge, e ∈ EL, such that the graph, L′, obtained by removing e from
L has ρ(L′) = ρ(L)− 1.

Proof For each F ∈ EL let LF denote the subgraph of L obtained by
removing the edges in F from L. It is easy to see that for each e ∈ EL we
have that ρ(L{e}) is either ρ(L) or ρ(L)−1; this can be seen from equation (6),
since removing e from its connected component of L leaves h1 the same or
reduces it by one; alternatively, we can see this from the exact sequence

0 → FL{e}
→ FL → FL/L{e}

→ 0,

using the fact that L/L{e} is (edge supported and) of maximum excess one.
For any two subgraphs, L′, L′′, of L we have an exact sequence

0 → FL′∩L′′ → FL′ ⊕ FL′′ → FL′∪L′′ → 0.

Hence
ρ(L′ ∩ L′′) ≥ ρ(L′) + ρ(L′′)− ρ(L′ ∪ L′′).

Taking F ′, F ′′ to be disjoint subsets of EL, we see that if ρ(LF ′) = ρ(LF ′′) =
ρ(L), then setting L′ = LF ′ , L′′ = LF ′′ yields

ρ(LF ′∪F ′′) ≥ ρ(L),

and so ρ(LF ′∪F ′′) = ρ(L). Hence, if ρ(LF ) = ρ(L) for all F ⊂ EL of size
one, then by induction we can show this holds for F ⊂ EL of any size, which
is impossible (since removing all the edges of a graph leaves it with ρ = 0).
Hence there is at least one e ∈ EL for which ρ(L{e}) = ρ(L)− 1.

2

Of course, one can give a purely graph theoretic proof of Lemma 9.1; we
now sketch such a proof. From equation (6), it suffices to show that if L is
connected with h1(L) ≥ 2 then we can remove an edge from L and reduce
h1 by one. We claim that it suffices to take any edge that remains after we
repeatedly prune the leaves of L.

Definition 9.2 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G on a group, G.
Let F be an algebraically closed field. Then by the generic maximum excess
of the ρ-kernel of type (L,G,G,F) we mean the generic maximum excess of
(L,G,G,F, ρ(L)).
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Theorem 9.3 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G on a group, G.
Let F be an algebraically closed field. Then the generic maximum excess of
the ρ-kernel of type (L,G,G) is zero.

Proof Fix G and G and let us prove the theorem for all L by induction on
ρ(L). The base case ρ(L) = 0 follows by definition, since the exact sequence

0 → K → FLG → F
0 → 0

implies
m.e.(K) ≤ m.e.(FLG) =

∑

g∈G

ρ(Lg) = 0

(since ρ(Lg) = ρ(L) = 0 for all g ∈ G). The inductive step of our induction
on ρ(L) is immediate from Theorem 8.2 applied to any L′ obtained from L
by removing a single edge so that ρ(L′) = ρ(L)− 1; the existence of such an
L′ is given by Lemma 9.1.

2

Proof of Theorem 1.1, the SHNC By the graph theoretic reformulation
of the SHNC, it suffices to show Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 5.2 it suffices to
show that any subgraph, L, of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group, G, is universal
for the SHNC. But by Theorem 9.3, there exists a ρ-kernel, K = KM(L) for
(L,G,G,F) with vanishing maximum excess, for any algebraically closed F.
Hence we apply Theorem 6.3 to conclude that L is universal for the SHNC.

2

10 Concluding Remarks

We finish this paper with a few concluding remarks.
In this paper we have made no explicit reference to homology theories. In

[Fri] we have used the twisted homology to prove that the maximum excess
is a first quasi-Betti number; hence the theorems in this paper ostensibly
rely on homology theories. However, we think it quite possible that one may
able to prove that the maximum excess is a first quasi-Betti number directly,
or give a direct proof of the inequalities we made use of in this paper. For
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example, if F ′ → F is a monomorphism, then since the maximum excess is
a first quasi-Betti number we know that

m.e.(F ′) ≤ m.e.(F).

But this inequality is clear from the subsheaf formulation of maximum excess
in Theorem 4.6.

We remark that we first proved the SHNC using twisted homology theory,
and then rewrote our proofs to use only maximum excess. In fact, twisted
homology theory offers some additional intuition regarding the maximum
excess. Twisted homology theory shows that (after pulling back appropri-
ately, see [Fri]), the maximum excess can be interpreted as the dimension of
a certain vector space of “twisted harmonic one-forms” of the sheaf. When
this dimension is d > 0, one can impose d′ linear conditions on the twisted
harmonic one-forms and still have a d − d′ dimensional space of one-forms.
This is how we view the variance in L of KM ′(L), as in the exact sequence
of equation (21): to take a space of one-forms on KM ′(L) and obtain a one-
form in KM ′(L′), one has to impose |G| |EL\EL′| conditions on the one-forms,
namely the conditions that they vanish on the edges in LG that do not lie in
L′G. Of course, one has to pullback by an appropriate covering map to make
this rigourous (see [Fri]), but all the edge counts and dimension counts scale
appropriately under any covering.

The k-th power kernels in this paper are subsheaves of the constant sheaf
FG ≃ F

G . We believe that subsheaves of constant sheaves satisfy some
stronger properties than general sheaves, regarding their homological invari-
ants and maximum excess. It would nice to study this further.
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A An Alternate View of ρ-kernels

In this section we give a direct proof that the vanishing generic maximum
excess of ρ-kernels for all subgraphs, L, of any Cayley graph, G, implies the
SHNC. We shall not use exact sequences. We shall require a few definitions,
and some calculations to follow. While this gives some extra intuition about
ρ-kernels, this section is not essential to the proof of the SHNC; we shall omit
some of the easy but tedious graph theoretic details.

Definition A.1 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group,
G. As usual, for P ∈ VG ∐ EG, let GL(P ) be the set of g ∈ G such that
Lg contains P . By a vertex family on (L,G,G) we mean a function, U ,
from VG to P(G), the power set (i.e., set of subsets) of G, such that for all
v ∈ VG we have U(v) ⊂ GL(v). Similarly, an edge family on (L,G,G) is a
function W : EG → P(G) such that W(e) ⊂ GL(e) for all e ∈ EG. A vertex
family, U , and edge family, W, are compatible if for all e ∈ EG we have
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W(e) ⊂ U(te) ∩ U(he). Given a vertex family, U , the induced edge family,
UE, of U is the edge family UE given by

UE(e) = U(te) ∩ U(he) ∩ GL(e).

The following lemmas motivate the above definitions; we omit their proofs,
which are almost immediate.

Lemma A.2 To each vertex family, U on (L,G,G), and compatible edge
family, W, on (L,G,G), there is a subgraph H ⊂ L×B2

G determined via

VH = {(vg−1, v) | g ∈ U(v)}, EH = {(eg−1, e) | g ∈ W(e)};

conversely, any subgraph H ⊂ L ×B2
G arises from a unique vertex family,

U , and compatible edge family, W.

Lemma A.3 For any vertex family, U , on (L,G,G) and compatible edge
family, W, we have

W(e) ⊂ UE(e).

In other words, UE is the “largest” edge family compatible with U .

Definition A.4 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley bigraph, G, on a group,
G, let M ∈ F

ρ(L)×G be totally linearly independent, and let K = KM be the
resulting ρ-kernel. By a straight subspace of K(V ) we mean a subspace

U =
∑

v∈VG

U(v) ∈ K(V ),

such that for each v ∈ VG, we have

U(v) = FreeU(v) (28)

for some U(v) ⊂ G, with notation as in Definition 6.7.

Our goal for the rest of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem A.5 Let L be a subgraph of a Cayley graph, G, on a group, G.
The following conditions are equivalent:

1. for all L′ ⊂ G, the SHNC holds for (L, L′);
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2. for every vertex family, U , on (L,G,G) we have
∑

e∈EG

|UE(e)|ρ(L) ≤
∑

v∈VG

|U(v)|ρ(L);

and

3. for some or any field, F, and some or any totally independent M ∈
F
ρ(L)×G, every straight subspace of K(V ) with K = KM(L) has excess

zero.

We know by Theorem 5.2 that the SHNC holds iff it holds for all pairs (L, L′)
that are subgraphs of a Cayley graph, G. Hence Theorem 9.3, that implies
condition (3) of this theorem, implies the SHNC.
Proof Conditions (2) and (3) are easily seen to be equivalent via equa-
tion (28) and equation (14).

If U is any vertex family on (L,G,G), let the positive set of U consist
of those v ∈ VG for which |U(v)| > ρ(L) and of those e ∈ EG for which
|UE(e)| > ρ(L). We easily see that the positive set forms a subgraph, L′, of
G, and that the pairs (Pg−1, P ) such that P is in the positive set and g lies
in U(P ) or UE(P ) (as is appropriate), forms a subgraph, H , of L×B2

L′. We
see that

−χ(H) =
∑

e∈EL′

|UE(e)| −
∑

v∈VL′

|U(v)|

= ρ(L)χ(L′) +
∑

e∈EL′

(
|UE(e)| − ρ(L)

)
−

∑

v∈VL′

(
|U(v)| − ρ(L)

)

= ρ(L)χ(L′) +
∑

e∈EG

|UE(e)|ρ(L) −
∑

v∈VG

|U(v)|ρ(L).

Hence we may write

−χ(H)− ρ(L)χ(L′) =
∑

e∈EG

|UE(e)|ρ(L) −
∑

v∈VG

|U(v)|ρ(L). (29)

This equation is the main ingredient in the equivalence of conditions (1) and
(3). Let us now state some graph theoretic lemmas that will firmly establish
this equivalence.

Lemma A.6 For any digraphs H ⊂ G, we have

−χ(H) ≤ ρ(G);

and equality holds if H consists of all connected components, X, of G with
h1(X) > 0 and any of those with h1(X) = 0.
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Proof The statement about equality is clear from the definition of ρ in equa-
tion (6). The inequality can be established graph theoretically by induction
on the number of vertices and edges in G that are not in H . Alternatively,
see the end of Section 4.

2

Lemma A.7 Let U be a vertex family for (L,G,G), where L is a subgraph
of a Cayley digraph, G, on a group, G. Assume that

∑

e∈EG

|UE(e)|ρ(L) −
∑

v∈VG

|U(v)|ρ(L) > 0. (30)

Then there is a vertex family, U ′, which satisfies this inequality with U re-
placed by U ′, for which the positive set of U ′, L′, satisfies −χ(L′) = ρ(L′).

Proof For any subgraph, Y ⊂ G and vertex family W on (L,G,G), set

f(W, Y ) =
∑

e∈EY

|WE(e)|ρ(L) −
∑

v∈VY

|W(v)|ρ(L).

Then clearly we have

f(U , L′) =
∑

X∈conn(L′)

f(U , X),

where conn(L′) is the set of connected components of L′. But equation (30)
says that f(U , G) > 0, and clearly f(U , L′) = f(U , G). Hence we have
f(U , X) > 0 for some connected component, X , of L′; fix any such X .

We claim that ρ(X) = −χ(X). Since X is connected, this is true unless
χ(X) = 1; so it suffices to show that χ(X) = 1 is impossible. If χ(X) = 1,
then by repeatedly pruning the leaves of X , i.e., deleting a vertex of degree
one and its incident edge from X , we arrive at an isolated vertex. But if Y
is any subgraph of G with a vertex, v ∈ VY , of degree one, and incident edge
e ∈ EY , and if Y ′ is Y with v and e discarded, we claim that f(U , Y ′) ≥
f(U , Y ); indeed, UE(e) ⊂ U(v), so

f(U , Y ′) = f(U , Y ) + |U(v)|ρ(L) − |U(e)|ρ(L) ≥ f(U , Y ).

Hence, by repeatedly pruning X we are left with X ′′ that is a single vertex
with no edges, so f(U , X ′′) ≥ f(U , X) > 0. But clearly f(U , X ′′) ≤ 0 for X ′′
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consisting of a single vertex. Hence χ(X) = 1 is impossible, and so χ(X) ≤ 0
and hence ρ(X) = −χ(X).

For any vertex family, V of (L,G,G) and any subgraph Y ∈ G define a
vertex family V|Y via

V|Y (v) =

{
V(v) if v ∈ VY ,
∅ otherwise.

for all v ∈ VG. We easily see that

V(e) ⊂ (V|L)E(e) (31)

for all e ∈ EL. Hence

f(V|Y , G) = f(V|Y , Y ) ≥ f(V, Y ),

using equation (31). In particular, for V = U and Y = X we have

f(U|X , G) ≥ f(U , X) > 0.

So we take U ′ = U|X and let L′ be its positive set. Then f(U ′, L′) =
f(U ′, G) > 0, and L′ consists of X plus possibly some addition edges, so
L′ is connected and χ(L′) ≤ χ(X) ≤ 0, so ρ(L′) = −χ(L′).

2

At this point condition (1) of Theorem A.5 easily implies condition (2).
For if condition (2) does not hold, then for some U , and with L′ given as its
positive set, we may assume ρ(L′) = −χ(L′) we have

∑

e∈EG

|UE(e)|ρ(L) −
∑

v∈VG

|U(v)|ρ(L) > 0

and hence

ρ(L×B2
L′) ≥ −χ(H) > −ρ(L)χ(L′) = ρ(L)ρ(L′).

Hence the SHNC is false on a pair of subgraphs of G.
It remains to show that condition (2) of Theorem A.5 implies condi-

tion (1). Again, we need some graph theoretic considerations.
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Lemma A.8 Assume the SHNC is false on a pair of subgraphs, (L, L′), of
a Cayley bigraph G on a group G. Then there is a subgraph, L′′ ⊂ L′, such
that

1. the SHNC is false on (L, L′′),

2. L′′ is connected,

3. −χ(L′′) = ρ(L′′), and

4. there is a subgraph, H ⊂ L ×B2
L′′ such that −χ(H) = ρ(L ×B2

L′′),
and if U is the vertex family associated to H, then we have

f(U , G) > 0.

If condition (1) of Theorem A.5 is false, then the hypothesis of the above
lemma holds; but item (4) of the lemma means that condition (2) of The-
orem A.5 is false. Hence we conclude this section, and the proof of Theo-
rem A.5 with the proof of the above lemma.
Proof So assume the SHNC is false on a pair of subgraphs, (L, L′). Similar
to before, the SHNC must therefore be false on (L, L′′), where L′′ is some
connected component of L. Fix such a connected component, L′′.

We cannot have ρ(L′′) = 0, for otherwise ρ(L×B2
L′′) = 0 and the SHNC

is not false on (L, L′′). Hence we have L′′ ⊂ L′ is connected and ρ(L′′) > 0,
whereupon we have −χ(L′′) = ρ(L′′).

Now let L′′ ⊂ L′ be a minimal subgraph of L′ (with respect to inclusion
of subgraphs) with the properties that L′′ is connected, ρ(L′′) > 0, and
the SHNC is false on (L, L′′). We shall show that the lemma holds with
this subgraph, L′′; we have already established the first three items in the
conclusion.

Then take any H ⊂ L×B2
L′′ such that −χ(H) = ρ(L×B2

L′′). We now
make a number of claims regarding L′′ that follow from the minimality of L′′.

First, we claim that L′′ has no leaves, i.e., no vertices of degree one.
Otherwise, if v is a vertex of degree one, and e is its incident edge, then
there are at least as many vertices in H over v as there are over v. So letting
L′′′ be L′′ with v and e discarded, we see that ρ(L′′′) = ρ(L′′); but if H ′

consists of the vertices and edges of H that do not lie over e or v, then
H ′ is a subgraph of H and ρ(H ′) = ρ(H) (since we obtain H ′ from H by
discarding isolated vertices over v or vertices over v along with their single
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incident edges, lying over e). Hence the SHNC would fail also on (L, L′′′),
contradicting the minimality of L′′.

Second, we claim that over each e ∈ EL′′ we there are at least ρ(L) + 1
edges in H ; if not, we delete e from L′′, obtaining L′′′ ⊂ L′′, and delete the
at most ρ(L) edges over e from H , obtaining H ′ that lies over L′′′; this yields
a strict subgraph, L′′′ of L′′ such that

ρ(L×B2
L′′′) ≥ −χ(H ′) ≥ −χ(H)− ρ(L) = ρ(L×B2

L′′)− ρ(L)

> ρ(L)
(
ρ(L′′)− 1

)
.

But since L′′ is pruned, we have ρ(L′′′) = ρ(L′′) − 1. So, once again, we
have the SHNC fails on (L, L′′′) for some a proper subgraph, L′′′, of L′′; this
contradicts the minimality of L′′.

Third, we claim that over each v ∈ VL′′ there are at least ρ(L)+1 vertices
in H . Indeed, if v is incident upon some edge, e, in L′′, then e has at least
ρ(L) + 1 vertices in H above it, so v does as well. If v is isolated in L′′, i.e.,
incident upon no edge, then L′′ consists of only v, since L′′ is connected; but
this contradicts the fact that ρ(L′′) > 0.

To H is associated a vertex family, U , and an edge family, W. According
to the three claims established in the previous three paragraphs, we have

v ∈ VL′′ =⇒ |U(v)| ≥ ρ(L) + 1, e ∈ EL′′ =⇒ |W(e)| ≥ ρ(L) + 1.

Clearly also

v /∈ VL′′ =⇒ U(v) = ∅, e /∈ EL′′ =⇒ W(e) = ∅.

It follows that, as before

f(U , G) ≥
∑

e∈EL′′

|W(e)|ρ(L) −
∑

v∈VL′′

|U(e)|ρ(L)

= −χ(H)− ρ(L)(|EL′′ | − |VL′′ |) = ρ(L×B2
L′′)− ρ(L)ρ(L′′),

using the fact that L′′ is connected and ρ(L′′) > 0 (so that ρ(L′′) = |EL′′| −
|VL′′|). Hence f(U , G) > 0, which shows item (4) in the conclusion of the
lemma.

2

2
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